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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 17TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR 
BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA 

 
DANIEL S. NEWMAN, as RECEIVER 
for FOUNDING PARTNERS STABLE 
VALUE FUND, LP; FOUNDING 
PARTNERS STABLE VALUE FUND 
II, LP; FOUNDING PARTNERS 
GLOBAL FUND, LTD.; and 
FOUNDING PARTNERS HYBRID-
VALUE FUND, L.P., 

  
 
 
Case No. 10-49061 (19) 
 

  
Plaintiff,  
  
vs.  
  
ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a Delaware 
Limited Liability Partnership; and 
MAYER BROWN LLP, an Illinois 
Limited Liability Partnership, 

 

  
Defendants.  
 

RECEIVER’S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS FOR MAYER BROWN’S 
DISCOVERY MISCONDUCT 

At its core, a trial is a search for the truth.  We expect attorneys to act honorably 

and in good faith in discovery – by scrupulously producing documents that have been 

requested and accurately describing documents that have been withheld.  Indeed, the 

justice system only works when all of the facts – both favorable and unfavorable – are 

known.  See Allstate Ins. Co. v. Boecher, 733 So. 2d 993, 995 (Fla. 1999) (“Only when 

all relevant facts are before the judge and jury can the ‘search for truth and justice’ be 

accomplished.”) (emphasis in original). 

The Receiver has learned that Mayer Brown, or its lawyers, doctored a key 

document before producing it, in a way that gave Mayer Brown an unfair advantage in 
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this case – and undermining the Receiver’s ability to receive a fair trial.1  In brief, these 

are the facts:  

• Of course, litigants must produce documents in litigation as the documents 
appear in their clients’ files.  To do otherwise would be to present a false 
version of the facts.   

• Jenner & Block, the law firm representing Mayer Brown, altered the 
January 23, 2002 engagement letter between Mayer Brown and Founding 
Partners by substituting William Gunlicks’ signature page for the unsigned 
page of the letter that was kept in Mayer Brown’s files.  It then produced 
the signed version to us, as if this version had been in Mayer Brown’s files. 

• It matters whether the letter was signed or unsigned.  A signed letter could 
strengthen Mayer Brown’s case that Founding Partners (through its 
representative, Gunlicks) agreed in writing to what was in it – namely, a 
purported conflict waiver.  An unsigned version, like the one that actually 
appeared in Mayer Brown’s files, would not have done so.   

• Mayer Brown, through its lawyers at Jenner & Block, has used the 
fabricated engagement letter to support a claim for relief that it filed with 
this Court – a clear and disturbing discovery violation and a breach of 
trust.2   

• Mayer Brown did not disclose that the letter was fabricated until December 
12, 2019 – more than three years after producing it to the Receiver – in 
correspondence from April A. Otterberg of Jenner & Block to the 
Receiver’s counsel, Mark O’Connor.  

• Mayer Brown made this admission only after the Receiver provided Mayer 
Brown with a deposition notice that required its representative to testify 
about the engagement letter in question.   

 
1 This case involves malpractice and other claims against the law firm Mayer Brown in 
connection with its representation of Founding Partners Capital Management Company (FPCM).  
Specifically, Mayer Brown was involved in drafting documents and giving advice regarding 
loans by a hedge fund operated by FPCM, that made loans to Sun Capital, Inc. and Sun Capital 
Healthcare, Inc. 
2 Relying on what appeared to be a signed conflict waiver, Mayer Brown took the position that 
Founding Partners, the lender in a Credit and Security Agreement with Sun Capital Healthcare, 
Inc., the borrower, waived a conflict of interest that arose due to Mayer Brown’s representation 
of a Sun Capital related entity, MasterFactor that shared the same principals (Howard Koslow 
and Lawrence Leder) with Sun Capital. 
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Mayer Brown’s manipulation of evidence is part of a pattern of discovery abuses 

where Mayer Brown and its lawyers have attempted to hide or manipulate the truth.   

We summarize just a few examples of Mayer Brown’s other discovery abuses 

below: 3 

• In a related court proceeding in Chicago in 2012 (the lawsuit of William 
Gunlicks against Mayer Brown), Mayer Brown represented in open court 
that the firm had instituted a litigation hold two years earlier (2010).  
Counsel for Mayer Brown resisted, but eventually agreed to the entry of a 
court order stating that Mayer Brown “would preserve all files relating to” 
Mayer Brown’s representation of Founding Partners and Gunlicks.  Recent 
disclosures regarding the fabrication of a document, and late production 
make us doubt that a litigation hold was put into place in 2010.  See, for 
example, footnote 9, below.   

• On February 12, 2015, the Receiver served his first request for production 
of documents on Mayer Brown.  In 2017, Mayer Brown began producing 
documents based on agreed search terms,  including “Gunlicks” (the name 
of the principal of Founding Partners), the last names of Sun Capital’s 
principals (“Baronoff,” “Leder,” and “Koslow”), “MFI” (an acronym for 
Sun Capital affiliate MasterFactor, Inc.), and the email domain name for 
Sun Capital (“suncapitalinc”).  As recently as last month, Mayer Brown has 
produced documents including these search terms.  This means they were 
viewed and withheld in the past by Mayer Brown or its lawyers. 

• On November 14, 2018, Judge O’Hara (the Chicago judge presiding over 
an ancillary proceeding involving Gunlicks) ordered Mayer Brown to 
produce its entire Founding Partners file to Gunlicks.   

• Mayer Brown has certified no less than four times that its document 
production is complete.  Its partner Lauren Noll, who serves as its Global 
Claims Counsel, has signed three declarations of completeness – most 

 
3 More details about Mayer Brown’s discovery violations may be found in the following motions 
which are now pending before the Court:  (1) Renewed Motion to Compel Improperly Withheld 
Documents Based on Invalid Assertions of Privilege, filed May 5, 2020, Supplement filed June 
5, 2020; (2) Motion to Compel Mayer Brown to Produce 37,000 Improperly Withheld 
Documents, filed May 6, 2020, Supplement filed June 5, 2020; and (3) Motion to Compel Mayer 
Brown to Produce a Representative to Testify on Its Behalf in Compliance with Rule 1.310(b)(6) 
and for Sanctions, filed June 5, 2020. 
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recently on January 15, 2019.  Since then, Mayer Brown has produced 
additional documents on ten occasions.  

• On February 11, 2020, this Court again questioned the completeness of 
Mayer Brown’s document production with its outside attorney April 
Otterberg.  After Ms. Otterberg equivocated, this Court demanded that she 
respond “without modifiers.”  Ms. Otterberg consulted with her colleague, 
lead lawyer David Bradford, and then represented that the production was 
complete.  At the time, the Court said, “if any other production, so to speak, 
comes up later, someone’s going to have to do some explaining as to how 
that occurred.” 

• On February 20, 2019, Ms. Otterberg told this Court that Mayer Brown had 
“filtered out” 37,000 documents from its electronic database.  Those 
documents were not produced or logged.  On May 27, 2020, Mayer Brown 
said it had re-reviewed the 37,000 documents, this time, resulting in its 
production of yet more documents to the Receiver, including documents 
relating to a previously undisclosed conflict of interest.  Mayer Brown has 
yet to have “explained” how its late productions occurred. 

• Mayer Brown blocked the Receiver’s efforts to question its representative 
at Mayer Brown’s deposition.  It armed its representative, Lauren Noll, 
with a lawyer-authored “script” to make sure she stuck to a lawyer-
approved party line.  In the end, Mayer Brown’s efforts were successful; its 
representative refused to answer questions that its attorneys had not 
anticipated (and not addressed in the script). 

• After 56 depositions have been taken, Mayer Brown has acknowledged 
misdescribing documents it has withheld as privileged. It also has 
abandoned its claims of privilege for hundreds of documents, implicitly 
acknowledging that they were not privileged in the first place.  The 
Receiver needed to file multiple motions to obtain these documents – and 
struggle through eight different iterations of Mayer Brown’s privilege log.  
And more issues remain with the log.  

• Mayer Brown concealed its conflict of interest resulting from its concurrent 
representation of Founding Partners Capital Management and an entity 
called MasterFactor.4  Despite the obvious importance of the MasterFactor 
representation, Mayer Brown never disclosed it – only belatedly 
acknowledging the representation – and refused to produce MasterFactor 

 
4 This case involves a series of transactions where FPCM loaned investor funds to an entity 
called Sun Capital; Mayer Brown’s client MasterFactor was owned and controlled by the Sun 
Capital principals – Peter Baronoff, Lawrence Leder, and Howard Koslow.   
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documents or to log them as privileged.  It only produced MasterFactor 
documents after this Court ordered it to do so on July 12, 2019.  

• On April 16, 2019, this Court initially granted Mayer Brown’s motion to 
block discovery of the MasterFactor conflict of interest, noting that 
Founding Partners had apparently waived any such conflict in writing.  The 
Receiver filed a motion for reconsideration, including expert reports from 
Mary Robinson, an expert in the field of attorney ethics and professional 
responsibility, and Patricia D. White, former Dean and professor of law at 
the University of Miami School of Law.  Both experts concluded that the 
Founding Partners / MasterFactor representations created a conflict of 
interest which could not be waived.  They also concluded that the so-called 
waiver was not effective in any event.  Ms. Robinson stated in her report 
that “MB’s concurrent representation of Founding Partners [and] the 
MasterFactor clients created a conflict of interest that could not be waived 
and that was not effectively waived by Founding Partners.”  For the full 
Robinson and White Expert Reports, see Receiver’s Motion for 
Reconsideration or Clarification of the Court’s Order Regarding 
MasterFactor Discovery, filed June 10, 2019. 

• On July 12, 2019, the Court granted the Receiver’s motion for 
reconsideration without allowing Mayer Brown to submit a response.  It 
said: “The Receiver may proceed with discovery of evidence relating to the 
MasterFactor conflict of interest.”  Mayer Brown asked the Court to vacate 
its order because it had not been permitted to file a response, but the Court 
refused to do so.   

Mayer Brown’s misbehavior, which strikes at the integrity of the judicial process, 

should trigger the harshest sanctions possible, including striking Mayer Brown’s answer 

and its affirmative defenses and withdrawing the pro hac vice admissions of the out-of-

state lawyers who were responsible for falsifying evidence and other misconduct.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mayer Brown admits that it altered a 2002 engagement letter and produced the 

altered version to us in discovery.  This letter included a purported conflict waiver that 

appeared to have been signed by William Gunlicks.5   

In this lawsuit, the Receiver has argued that Mayer Brown’s representation of 

MasterFactor, and other entities, created a conflict of interest that impaired its concurrent 

representation of Founding Partners.  Mayer Brown responded with what appeared to be 

a silver bullet – that Founding Partners (through William Gunlicks) waived any such 

conflict in writing in this engagement letter.  Mayer Brown told us the letter had been 

found in its files.  It marked the 8-page document with consecutive Bates numbers, 

including the page bearing Mr. Gunlicks’ signature.  It referred to the document as 

“signed.”  It used the document in court filings and questioned witnesses about it at their 

depositions.   

But the document was not what it appeared to be.  After we noticed that the 

signature page included “fax tracks” but the other pages did not, we asked Mayer Brown 

for an explanation.  It has now admitted that the Bates-stamped document “does not 

appear to have been maintained by Mayer Brown in the form in which it was provided to 

you.”  Letter from April Otterberg to Mark O’Connor, Dec. 12, 2019, Ex. 1, at 1; see also 

id. at 2 (In February 2014, “Jenner & Block provided a copy of the January 23, 2002 

 
5 We dispute that the letter, signed or unsigned, was a legally effective waiver.  But that is an 
issue for another day.   
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engagement letter that substituted Mr. Gunlicks’ signature page for the unsigned page 

of the letter [included in Mayer Brown’s file].”) (emphasis added).  

Ms. Otterberg does not say who substituted the signature page in the January 23, 

2002 engagement letter.  Nor does she try to argue that the pages were swapped 

unintentionally – say, as the result of a clerical error.  In the end, we understand her letter 

to mean that a Jenner attorney looked at the document from Mayer Brown’s files, noticed 

that it was not signed by Mr. Gunlicks, perhaps removed a staple or other method of 

binding, replaced the unsigned page with a signed page, and Bates-numbered the entire 

document to make it appear that Mr. Gunlicks had returned a signed version of the letter 

to Founding Partners.  In fact, Mayer Brown Global Claims Counsel, Lauren Noll 

admitted that it was Jenner & Block that substituted the page.  Depo. Tr. of Lauren Noll, 

December 17, 2019, Ex. 16, 80:10-14. 

Even though Mayer Brown knows it presented the altered engagement letter to the 

Court in an effort to block the Receiver’s efforts to obtain discovery into its conflicts of 

interest and also used it to coax inaccurate testimony from witnesses who assumed the 

document was genuine, Mayer Brown has not notified the Court of its deception.  Its 

failure to do so is nearly as troubling as its manipulation of evidence in the first place. 

Jenner & Block’s fabrication of a document, intended to bolster its position in this 

lawsuit, is so far beyond the pale that it should prompt the Court to impose significant 

sanctions.  And this episode, along with other discovery abuses we have raised 

separately, leads us to wonder what other evidence Mayer Brown or its lawyers has 

manipulated in this lawsuit.   
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II. BACKGROUND 

A. The January 23, 2002 Engagement Letter is a Key Document in this 
Case.  

The January 23, 2002 engagement letter (“Letter”), documenting Founding 

Partners Capital Management Company’s representation of Mayer Brown, is an 

important piece of evidence in this malpractice lawsuit.   

In addition to laying out the scope of the representation, the Letter also included a 

purported conflict waiver, under which FPCM allegedly waived Mayer Brown’s conflict 

of interest created by its concurrent representation of FCPM and Sun Capital and its 

related entities.6  The parties dispute whether Mr. Gunlicks received the entire 

engagement letter, or just the signature page.7  In either event, Mr. Gunlicks faxed the 

signed signature page to Mayer Brown. 

The issue of what was sent is critical, as its resolution is likely to shed light on 

whether Mr. Gunlicks received or reviewed the purported waiver.  And the waiver of 

conflicts involving Sun Capital is particularly consequential as Mayer Brown has 

consistently blamed Sun Capital and its related entities for the investors’ losses. 

 
6 Legal ethics experts Mary Robinson and Patricia White, the former Dean and professor of law 
at the University of Miami Law School, have opined that the conflict of interest was not 
waivable and that the waiver prepared by Mayer Brown was ineffectual because it was sought 
after all of the conflicted work had been performed.  See Receiver’s Motion for Reconsideration 
or Clarification of the Court’s Order Regarding MasterFactor Discovery, filed June 10, 2019.  In 
any event, Mayer Brown never informed the SEC or the investors of the MasterFactor conflict.   
7 We understand that it is Mr. Gunlicks has indicated that he only received the signature page.  
Mayer Brown says electronic evidence shows that he received the whole engagement letter.  
Ultimately, it will be up to the jury to resolve this factual dispute. 
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B. In Response to the Receiver’s Request, Mayer Brown Produces a 
Fabricated Version of the Letter, Which Includes a Substituted 
Signature Page.  

In early 2014, as the parties were preparing for mediation, the Receiver asked 

Mayer Brown to provide copies of its engagement letters with any Founding Partners 

entities.  Email from Scot Stirling to Jeffrey Colman and April Otterberg, Jan. 27, 2014, 

Ex. 2 (email chain). 

Mayer Brown’s lawyer, April Otterberg, responded: “As we discussed this 

afternoon, attached are … five engagement letters with Mayer Brown related to Founding 

Partners …”  Email from April Otterberg to Scot Stirling, Jan. 29, 2014, Ex. 2 (email 

chain).  Ms. Otterberg further noted that “four of the engagement letters were found in 

Mayer Brown’s files (2000, 2001, 2002, and 2008) …”  Id. (emphasis added).  The 2002 

Letter included Mr. Gunlicks’ signature on behalf of Founding Partners.   

A few days later, on February 5, 2014, Mayer Brown filed a mediation brief that 

referenced the fabricated Letter with the substituted signature page as an exhibit.  On that 

same date, Ms. Otterberg sent copies of the exhibits to the mediator and counsel for the 

Receiver.  Email from April Otterberg to Jonathan Marks, Scot Stirling, et al., Feb. 5, 

2014. Ex. 3.  The Letter was marked with consecutive Bates numbers MB 00012-MB 

00018, Ex. 4. 

When Mayer Brown began producing documents during discovery, three years 

later, it again marked the signed Letter with consecutive Bates numbers.  MB 00000012-

MB 00000018, Ex. 5.  
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C. Mayer Brown Uses the Fabricated Letter in Court. 

During the first half of 2019, one of the most contentious issues before this Court 

was whether the Receiver would be permitted to take discovery regarding Mayer 

Brown’s conflicted representation of Sun Capital affiliate MasterFactor, Inc.  One of the 

key issues in that battle was whether Mr. Gunlicks had knowingly waived Mayer 

Brown’s conflict of interest.  Mayer Brown introduced the fabricated Letter to bolster its 

claim that Gunlicks was fully aware of and consented to the conflict of interest. 

In its Reply in Support of Motion for Protective Order Regarding MasterFactor 

Discovery, Ex. 6, Mayer Brown attached the signed Letter as an exhibit.  Mayer Brown 

wrote: 

even if there had been an actual or potential conflict of 
interest related to Mayer Brown’s legal services for 
MasterFactor, which there was not, any such conflict was 
expressly waived many years ago in the January 2002 letter.  
(Ex. 53, Jan. 23, 2002 Ltr. to Gunlicks at MB 0000014.) 

Id. at 27 (emphasis added), Ex. 6. 

In its Reply, Mayer Brown described the Letter as follows: “Engagement Letter 

between Mayer Brown and Founding Partners Capital Management Company, dated 

January 23, 2002 (signed) (MB 00000012).”  Exhibits to Mayer Brown LLP’s Briefing in 

Support of Its Motion for Protective Order Regarding MasterFactor Discovery, Ex. 7, p. 3 

(emphasis added). 

The Court ruled in Mayer Brown’s favor, specifically stating that it had relied on 

the Letter in reaching its conclusion: “The Court is further persuaded by the engagement 

letter proffered by Mayer Brown from January 23, 2002 that explicitly advised that 
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Founding Partners waived any past, current, and future conflict relating to Mayer 

Brown’s representation of the Master Factor/World Factor transaction.”  Order on Mayer 

Brown’s Motion for Protective Order Regarding MasterFactor Discovery, Apr. 16, 2019, 

Ex. 8, ¶ 2 (emphasis added).  Mayer Brown’s affirmative use of the signed Letter paid 

off, at least in the near term.8   

D. Mayer Brown Uses the Fabricated Letter in Depositions. 

Mayer Brown used the fabricated Letter as an exhibit in depositions, presenting it 

as an original, unaltered, and authentic document.   

1. Before Admitting it Fabricated the Letter, Mayer Brown Used 
the Fabricated Document at the Rule 1.310(b)(6) Deposition of 
Hybrid-Value Fund. 

Mayer Brown first marked the Letter as an exhibit on November 8, 2017, over two 

years before it came clean about altering the document.  The document was marked as 

Deposition Exhibit 81, and was used in the deposition of Robert Mills, the Receiver’s 

1.310(b)(6) designee for Hybrid-Value Fund (a receivership entity).  Depo. Tr. of Robert 

Mills, Nov. 8, 2017, Ex. 9, 176:22-177:21 (introduced by April Otterberg, counsel for 

Mayer Brown). 

2. Before Admitting That it Fabricated the Letter, Mayer Brown 
Said Nothing When the Receiver Used It as an Exhibit. 

In April 2019, the Receiver used this document at the deposition of Marc Klyman, 

a former Mayer Brown attorney and a key witness in the case.  Counsel for the Receiver 

 
8 The Court vacated its Order on July 12, 2019, when it granted the Receiver’s Motion for 
Reconsideration.  Mayer Brown had not yet admitted it had manipulated the Letter when the 
Receiver prepared and filed his Motion for Reconsideration. 
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asked questions about the Letter (not knowing that it had been manipulated).  When the 

document was presented to Mr. Klyman, Klyman’s personal attorney Raymond Schreck 

took issue with the irregularity of the facsimile transmission on the signature page: “Take 

a look at the four pages.  As you can see, the fourth page has fax transmission 

information along the top, where the first three do not.”  Depo. Tr. of Marc Klyman, Apr. 

12, 2019, Ex. 10, 112:12-15.  Counsel for Mayer Brown eventually intervened, trying to 

stop Mr. Schreck from speaking further:  

MR. D. BRADFORD: I – I’m going to -- 

MR. SCHRECK: No, no, no, no, no. 

MR. D. BRADFORD: -- caution counsel not to get into 
discussions -- 

Id. at 113:6-9. 

3. Before Admitting that it Fabricated the Letter Mayer Brown 
Used it as an Exhibit at a Deposition on September 10, 2019. 

Mayer Brown next used the document at the deposition of William Hart, who 

directed investments into receivership entities through a company he owned and 

controlled.  Counsel for Mayer Brown used the copy of the document that was contained 

in a group exhibit of engagement letters that had been prepared by the Receiver—

Deposition Exhibit 900.  See Depo. Tr. of William Hart, Sept. 10, 2019, Ex. 11, 345:6-

348:18, (“BY MR. [JASON] BRADFORD: I’m going to hand you what’s been 

previously marked as Exhibit 900. If you could turn to Bates stamped MB 12 here. … 

And this is a January 23, 2002 engagement letter from Marc Klyman to Bill Gunlicks. Do 

you see that?”). 
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During the Hart deposition, counsel for the Receiver pointed out to the witness 

through questioning the irregularities of the document.  See id. at 384:12-385:20 (“And 

the first time you see a fax header is on this page that purportedly has Mr. Gunlicks’ 

signature. Do you see that? … You didn’t see a fax header on any of the preceding pages 

that would show that this document was all one, correct? … Does that cause you to have 

suspicion about the validity of this document to stand for anything that could have 

possibly been provided to or executed by Mr. Gunlicks?”). 

4. Mayer Brown Used the Fabricated Document in Two 
Receivership Rule 1.310(b)(6) Depositions in Late November 
2019, Weeks Before It Admitted Fabricating It. 

Mayer Brown used the document again in November 2019, in two 1.310(b)(6) 

depositions, again involving Robert Mills.  In the deposition for Global Fund, counsel for 

Mayer Brown again represented the document as a complete document.  See Depo. Tr. of 

Robert Mills, Nov. 19, 2019, Ex. 12, 969:3-5 (David Bradford stating: “For the record, 

this is the January 23, 2002 engagement letter between Mayer Brown and Founding 

Partners Capital management, correct?”).  Counsel for Mayer Brown then elicited 

testimony from Mr. Mills regarding the document being a complete document bearing 

Mr. Gunlicks’ signature.  See id. at 971:5-9 (Questioning by David Bradford: “Q. And 

Mr. Gunlicks agreed to that conflict waiver, did he not?” and receiving a response: “THE 

WITNESS:· He signed the document.”). 

A few days later, in the 1.310(b)(6) deposition of Stable-Value II Fund, counsel 

for Mayer Brown again introduced the document as a legitimate exhibit.  Depo. Tr. of 
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Robert Mills, Nov. 22, 2019, Ex. 13, 472:3-477:22 (April Otterberg introducing 

Deposition Exhibit 81 as a previously-marked exhibit).   

E. Mayer Brown Admits it Fabricated the Letter. 

Because the fax tracks on the signed signature page raised questions about the 

letter’s authenticity, Receiver identified the January 23, 2002 engagement as a topic for 

Mayer Brown’s 1.310(b)(6) deposition.  Then, on December 12, 2019, just five days 

before the deposition, April Otterberg of Jenner & Block wrote to Receiver’s counsel, 

stating:  “MB 00000012-18 does not appear to have been maintained by Mayer Brown in 

the form in which it was provided to you.”  See Ltr. to Mark O’Connor from April 

Otterberg, Dec. 12, 2019, Ex. 1.  Ms. Otterberg acknowledged that Jenner & Block “... 

substituted Mr. Gunlicks’ signature page for the unsigned page of the letter.” 

For the first time, Mayer Brown revealed that the version of the engagement letter 

in Mayer Brown’s actual files included a blank signature page, Ex. 14, – meaning that the 

document did not show that Founding Partners had signed off on the purported waiver.  

The only signed signature page from Gunlicks that exists in Mayer Brown’s files is the 

page that was transmitted by facsimile by Marc Klyman on January 25, 2002 with a 

variety of other documents unrelated to the engagement letter.  See Facsimile of Jan. 25, 

2002, Ex. 15.  The fabricated document included consecutive Bates numbers, leaving the 
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false impression that it was produced as maintained in Mayer Brown’s files.9   

F. After the Admission: Mayer Brown Refuses to Answer Questions 
About the Fabrication and Fails to Disclose its Wrongdoing to the 
Court. 

Five days after Mayer Brown’s admission, the Receiver had the opportunity to ask 

Mayer Brown’s representative about the fabricated Letter at Mayer Brown’s deposition.  

Topics 16 and 21 concerned the Letter.  But rather than answering the questions, Ms. 

Noll stonewalled, referring the Receiver’s counsel to the Otterberg Letter.  When counsel 

for the Receiver asked follow-up questions, Ms. Noll refused to answer, stating that those 

questions were not listed on the notice.  Depo. Tr. of Lauren Noll, dated Dec. 17, 2019, 

Ex. 16, at 96:8-21. 

Since then, Mayer Brown has made no effort to notify the Court that it had 

attached a fabricated document to a motion it had filed or that the same exhibit had been 

used at depositions.   

G. Mayer Brown’s Other Discovery Violations. 

The production of the altered document – a manipulation of key evidence – is one 

of many discovery transgressions, which are addressed at length in separately filed 

motions and summarized here as well.  See footnote 3, above.   

 
9 Page 8 of the Letter (MB 00000018) indicates that blind carbon copies were sent to the 
Managing Partner, the Conflicts Partner, the Records Center, and the Accounting Department of 
Mayer Brown.  This was one of the topics noticed for Mayer Brown’s 1.310(b)(6) deposition.  
Lauren Noll, on behalf of Mayer Brown, testified that she met with those departments and 
individuals at Mayer Brown, and no additional copies of the engagement letter could be located.  
Depo. Tr. of Lauren Noll, Dec. 17, 2019, Ex. 16, 80:16-87:13. 
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1. Mayer Brown’s Corporate Representative Comes to the 
1.310(b)(6) Deposition with a Script and Will not Deviate from 
It. 

Mayer Brown blocked the Receiver’s efforts to obtain a meaningful 1.310(b)(6) 

deposition.  Its representative, Lauren Noll, showed up with a 63-page, single-spaced 

script authored by Mayer Brown’s attorneys, and read scripted answers into the record.  If 

the Receiver asked questions that were not in the script, Ms. Noll flatly refused to answer, 

stating that she was not prepared to answer the question, or giving some other excuse.10 

This approach thwarted the Receiver’s right to question his opponent’s representative 

about key issues in the case.  The Receiver needed frank responses to his questions, 

including the opportunity to seek on-the-spot clarification or further explanation of 

Mayer Brown’s positions.  What he got was something akin to written responses to 

discovery:  attorney-scripted responses without a reasonable attempt to follow up.  This 

was not a good faith response to the Receiver’s deposition notice; it was obstruction.  For 

more information, see Receiver’s Motion to Compel Mayer Brown to Produce a 

Representative to Testify on Its Behalf in Compliance with Rule 1.310(b)(6) and For 

Sanctions, filed June 2, 2020. 

2. Mayer Brown has Abandoned Claims of Privilege on 46% of its 
Original Privilege Log Entries. 

Mayer Brown has now served eight versions of its privilege log, and has, to date, 

abandoned all claims of privilege on 46% of the documents it originally claimed were 

privileged.  In the process, Mayer Brown has had to admit that some documents were not 

 
10 Mayer Brown’s General Counsel, Andrew Marovitz, was present at the deposition but did 
nothing to stop Mayer Brown’s obstruction. 
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privileged in the first place.  One example involves a chain of internal Mayer Brown 

emails.  Initially, Mayer Brown withheld these emails, claiming they involved legal 

advice from in-house counsel.  It took two motions to get Mayer Brown to admit that no 

in-house attorneys were involved in the emails.   

In another example, Mayer Brown withheld documents from two attorneys, 

Michael Richman and Robert Curley, falsely claiming that the two had been “designated” 

as in-house counsel.  Mayer Brown eventually turned over the documents after the 

Receiver showed that the attorneys were not acting as in-house counsel.  In fact, they 

were representing Mayer Brown’s client Founding Partners, not the Mayer Brown firm, 

as evidenced by the fact that Mayer Brown had billed Founding Partners for their work.   

All of this leads the Receiver to suspect that still more documents have been 

improperly withheld.  For more information, see Receiver’s Renewed Motion to Compel 

Production of Improperly Withheld Documents Based on Invalid Assertions of Privilege, 

filed May 5, 2020, as well as the Supplement to the same motion, filed June 5, 2020. 

3. Mayer Brown Attempted to Shut Down the Receiver’s Discovery 
Efforts by Repeatedly (and Falsely) Representing that All 
Documents Had Been Produced. 

Mayer Brown has made repeated declarations, under oath, that all relevant 

documents have been located and produced – in an apparent effort to shut down the 

Receiver’s continuing efforts to obtain documents and information.  In fact, these 

declarations were incorrect, as Mayer Brown has (begrudgingly) continued to produce 

documents to us.   
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In 2012, in a related lawsuit in Chicago, Mayer Brown told Cook County Judge 

Griffin that Founding Partners documents were subject to a litigation hold starting in 

2010.11  Judge Griffin said that “Mayer Brown will be under court order to secure them, 

protect them and not in any way diminish them, okay?”  See Tr. of Hearing, Feb. 1, 2012, 

Ex. 29 at 16.  In response, Mr. Colman (of the Jenner firm) said Mayer Brown had 

“secured these files for two years.”  Id.  After Mr. Colman initially balked at having the 

court entering an order requiring Mayer Brown to preserve the file, Judge Griffin 

remarked, “Now I wonder what’s going on,” and then issued a written preservation order.  

Cook Co., Ill. Order, Feb. 1, 2012, Ex. 30.  In light of recent events, the Receiver doubts 

that all relevant documents have been preserved.12  See footnote 9, above. 

 
11 “Once a party reasonably anticipates litigation, it must suspend its routine document 
retention/destruction policy and put in place a ‘litigation hold’ to ensure the preservation of 
relevant documents.” Zubulake v. UBS Warburg LLC, 220 F.R.D. 212, 218 (S.D.N.Y. 2003).  “A 
party’s discovery obligations do not end with the implementation of a ‘litigation hold -- to the 
contrary, that's only the beginning.  Counsel must oversee compliance with the litigation hold, 
monitoring the party's efforts to retain and produce the relevant documents.”  Zubulake v. UBS 
Warburg LLC, 229 F.R.D. 422, 432 (S.D.N.Y. 2004).   
12 In fact, Mayer Brown should have placed a litigation at least as early as December 16, 2003, 
when it received a Wells Notice from the SEC.  See Wells Notice, December 16, 2003, Ex. 31.  
The Wells Notice states that the Office of Compliance Investigations and Examinations 
(“OCIE”) intended to recommend that the Commission, “take legal action” against FPCM and 
Mr. Gunlicks.  Richard Breeden, the former Chairman of the SEC, has confirmed that Mayer 
Brown should have placed a document hold on all relevant documents when it learned of the 
December 16, 2003 Wells Notice and the threat of litigation by the SEC against its clients.  See 
Expert Report of Richard C. Breeden, December 21, 2018, Ex. 32.  Claudius Sokenu, a former 
Mayer Brown attorney, testified that while he was working at Mayer Brown, “there wasn’t a 
Mayer Brown document hold on those documents” relating to its representation of FPCM and 
Mr. Gunlicks in the SEC investigation. See Sokenu Deposition, November 14, 2018 at 573–74, 
Ex. 33 (“I don’t know of any reason, when I was there, why -- why there would be a document 
hold on Founding Partners matters.  That would suggest some kind of knowledge of litigation or 
impending litigation, and I didn’t have that knowledge.”)  Mr. Sokenu worked on the response to 
the SEC investigation from December 2003 through January 2008 and negotiated the Cease and 
Desist Order with the SEC and discussed tolling agreements with the SEC.  In an email from Mr. 
Sokenu to Mr. Gunlicks on July 10, 2006, Mr. Sokenu stated that the SEC wanted Mr. Gunlicks 
to sign a tolling agreement so the SEC would not lose some of their claims for statute of 
limitations reasons.  See Email from C. Sokenu to W. Gunlicks, July 10, 2006, MB 00017170, 
Ex. 34.  In light of these facts, Mr. Sokenu – and the Mayer Brown firm – clearly understood that 
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On February 12, 2015, the Receiver served on Mayer Brown his first request for 

production.  In 2017, Mayer Brown began producing documents based on agreed search 

terms, which included the following search terms:  “Gunlicks” (the name of the principal 

of Founding Partners), the last names of Sun Capital’s principals (“Baronoff,” “Leder,” 

and “Koslow”), “MFI” (an acronym for Sun Capital affiliate MasterFactor, Inc.), and the 

email domain name for Sun Capital (“suncapitalinc”).  Mayer Brown has made late 

productions of documents as recently as last month, which include these search terms.  

This means they were viewed and withheld in the past by Mayer Brown or its lawyers.  

For more information regarding search terms, see Receiver’s Response to Motion for 

Protective Order Regarding MasterFactor Discovery, filed March 11, 2019, and 

Receiver’s Motion for Reconsideration or Clarification of the Court’s Order Regarding 

MasterFactor Discovery, filed June 10, 2019. 

In ancillary proceedings in Chicago, Judge O’Hara ordered Mayer Brown to 

certify that all documents had been produced.13  Tr. of Proceedings, Cook Co., Ill., Nov. 

14, 2018, 13:6-13, Ex. 17 (“So you’re going to produce an affidavit saying that we’ve 

done the search, we’ve turned over the documents, we don’t have these other documents 

…”).  In response, Lauren Noll, Global Claims Counsel for Mayer Brown, submitted a 

 
the SEC was contemplating litigation against FPCM and Mr. Gunlicks.  A litigation hold should 
have been ordered at that time.   
13 Mr. Bradford also made a baseless assertion at that hearing (where no representative of the 
Receiver was present) regarding the Receiver’s views on completeness of document production.  
Mr. Bradford said “--and the Receiver is satisfied with production obviously.”  Tr. of 
Proceedings, Cook Co., Ill., Nov. 14, 2018, 29:20-21, Ex. 17.  Mr. Bradford did not consult with 
us before making this statement.   
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six-page declaration of completeness, supported by 185 pages of exhibits.  Declaration of 

Lauren Noll, Nov. 20, 2019, Ex. 18. 

On November 26, 2018, Judge O’Hara ordered Mayer Brown to produce another 

affidavit.  In doing so, he wondered out loud why it took six pages for Mayer Brown to 

state that all documents had been located and turned over.  Tr. of Proceedings, Cook Co., 

Ill. Nov. 26, 2018, Ex. 19, 9:3-10 (“Well, how about who’s going to just give a simple 

affidavit that all the documents have been produced?”).  Judge O’Hara directed that the 

new affidavit be one or two pages long at most.  Id. at 13:13-14:4.  Ms. Noll executed a 

two-page affidavit on Dec. 17, 2018, Ex. 20.   

On January 8, 2019, Judge Murphy ordered Mayer Brown to submit a third 

affidavit of completeness in this action.  Ms. Noll executed a third affidavit of 

completeness on January 15, 2019, Ex. 21.  Since that last affidavit was executed, Mayer 

Brown has produced additional documents on ten occasions. 

In February of this year, counsel for Mayer Brown again represented – in response 

to the Court’s questions from the bench – that it had produced all documents.  See 

Colloquy Between Court and April Otterberg, Tr. of Proceedings, Feb. 11, 2020, 76:1-23, 

Ex. 22.  At that time, the Court asked Jenner & Block to respond to its questions without 

“modifiers.”  The Court cautioned that if additional documents were produced after 

making that representation, Mayer Brown would have some explaining to do:  “… if any 

other production, so to speak, comes up later, someone’s going to have to do some 

explaining as to how that occurred.”  Id. at 53:3-9, Ex. 22 (emphasis supplied). 
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Three months after Mayer Brown’s lawyers promised, without “modifiers,” that its 

production was complete, Mayer Brown produced hundreds of additional documents.  

See Letter from April Otterberg to Mark O’Connor et al., May 27, 2020, Ex. 23.  In our 

pending Motion to Compel, we are seeking to force Mayer Brown to “do some 

explaining as to how that occurred.”   

The documents in Mayer Brown’s recent production were included in a set of 

37,000 documents that Mayer Brown “filtered” from an electronic database; Mayer 

Brown says it previously reviewed that set and found no relevant materials.   

The recent production includes several squarely relevant documents concerning 

another (previously undisclosed) Mayer Brown conflict.  They show that Marc Klyman, a 

Mayer Brown attorney who represented Founding Partners, was approached about 

representing Healthcare Financial Resource Corp., an entity that (Klyman later learned) 

was related to Sun Capital.  See Email from Frank Scroggins to Marc Klyman, with 

attachments, June 25, 2003, MB 00721758, Ex. 24 (identifying Lawrence Leder as CEO 

at MB 00721770).  Mayer Brown ultimately declined to represent the entity, but Klyman 

noted there was a conflict and initially ordered Mayer Brown attorneys to stop work on 

all Founding Partners matters.  See Email from Marc Klyman to J. Dwyer, H. Honarvar, 

and M. Butowsky, June 26, 2003, MB 00697103, Ex. 25 (email chain) (“A conflict has 

just arisen that, if not resolved, may require us to withdraw from this matter.  Bill 

Gunlicks is not yet aware of this issue”); Memorandum to File, Marc Klyman, July 3, 

2003, MB 00720516, Ex. 26 (“I did not tell Bill Gunlicks the name of the potential client 

or what the confidential information was. … Bill asked whether we could continue to 
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represent him if he consented to such confined information, even though we could not 

disclose the confidential information to him.”). 

This is just another example of Mayer Brown’s withholding of its conflicts of 

interest – and the tremendous lengths it took for us to uncover them.  For additional 

information, see Motion to Compel Mayer Brown to Produce 37,000 Improperly 

Withheld Documents, filed May 6, 2020, as well as the Supplement to the same motion, 

filed June 5, 2020. 

III. ARGUMENT  

A. Mayer Brown’s Conduct Warrants Severe Sanctions. 

There is no sanction that will put Receiver in the position it would have been in 

had Mayer Brown timely and properly complied with its discovery obligations and orders 

of the Court, but, the most appropriate sanction, given the egregiousness of the conduct 

outlined above, is the striking of Mayer Brown’s pleadings and the entry of a default 

judgment, or the striking of Mayer Brown’s affirmative defenses. 

“Sanctions for [discovery] abuses are governed by Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 

1.380(b).”  Martin v. Laidlaw Tree Serv., Inc., 619 So. 2d 435, 438 (2d DCA 1993).  

“Pursuant to Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.380, the striking of a party's pleadings as a 

sanction for discovery misconduct is authorized.”  Cook v. Custom Marine Distrib., Inc., 

29 So. 3d 462 (4th DCA 2010); Wallraff v. T.G.I. Friday's, Inc., 490 So. 2d 50, 51 (Fla. 

1986) (interpreting Rule 1.380 sanctions to not require violation of a direct court order).  

To warrant such severe sanctions, however, “the conduct of the offending party 

must, reflect bad faith, willful disregard, gross indifference, deliberate callousness, or a 
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deliberate and contumacious disregard of the court’s authority.”  619 So. 2d at 439 

(quotation marks omitted); see also Maffai v. Cnty. of Suffolk, 36 A.D.3d 765, 766 (N.Y. 

App. Div. 2007) (noting that “a court may strike parts of a pleading as a sanction against 

a party who has failed to comply with court-ordered discovery”).   

Sanctions are particularly warranted because Mayer Brown affirmatively used the 

manipulated evidence to obtain relief from the Court.  Under these circumstances, there 

was “fraud on the court.”  Black’s Law Dictionary defines that term as follows: 

In a judicial proceeding, a lawyer’s or a party’s misconduct so 
serious that it undermines or is intended to undermine the 
integrity of the proceeding.  Examples are bribery of a juror 
and introduction of fabricated evidence.   

Black’s Law Dictionary 804 (11th ed. 2019). 

The Fourth District Court of Appeals explains “fraud on the court” as follows: 

The requisite fraud on the court occurs where it can be 
demonstrated, clearly and convincingly, that a party has 
sentiently set in motion some unconscionable scheme 
calculated to interfere with the judicial system’s ability 
impartially to adjudicate a matter by improperly influencing 
the trier of fact or unfairly hampering the presentation of 
the opposing party’s claim or defense. When reviewing a 
case for fraud, the court should consider the proper mix of 
factors and carefully balance a policy favoring adjudication 
on the merits with competing policies to maintain the 
integrity of the judicial system. Because dismissal sounds the 
death knell of the lawsuit, courts must reserve such strong 
medicine for instances where the defaulting party's 
misconduct is correspondingly egregious. The trial court has 
the inherent authority, within the exercise of sound judicial 
discretion, to dismiss an action when a plaintiff has 
perpetrated a fraud on the court, or where a party refuses to 
comply with court orders. Because dismissal is the most 
severe of all possible sanctions, however, it should be 
employed only in extreme circumstances. 
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Arzuman v. Saud, 843 So. 2d 950, 952 (4th DCA 2003) (citations and internal quotation 

marks omitted; emphasis added).  Here, of course, the Receiver is not seeking dismissal, 

but rather the striking of Defendant Mayer Brown’s answer.14   

B. The Court Should Strike Mayer Brown’s Pleadings and Enter a 
Default Judgment. 

In Kozel v. Ostendorf, 629 So. 2d 817, 818 (Fla. 1993), the Florida Supreme Court 

articulated a six-factor test that the trial court must consider when determining “whether 

dismissal with prejudice is warranted.”  Although this Motion seeks sanctions against a 

defendant, rather than a plaintiff, the factors are still instructive: 

1) whether the attorney’s disobedience was willful, deliberate, or 
contumacious, rather than an act of neglect or inexperience; 

2) whether the attorney has been previously sanctioned; 

3) whether the client was personally involved in the act of disobedience; 

4) whether the delay prejudiced the opposing party through undue expense, 
loss of evidence, or in some other fashion; 

5) whether the attorney offered reasonable justification for noncompliance; 
and 

6) whether the delay created significant problems of judicial administration.  
 

14 Such severe sanctions may be appropriate when a party commits fraud on the Court.  See 
Morgan v. Campbell, 816 So. 2d 251, 253 (2d DCA 2002) (“a trial court has the inherent 
authority to dismiss an action when the plaintiff has perpetrated a fraud on the court”); Tri Star 
Inv., Inc. v. Miele, 407 So. 2d 292, 293 (2d DCA 1981) (holding that power to dismiss action due 
to fraud on court “is indispensable to the proper administration of justice, because no litigant has 
a right to trifle with the courts”); Bob Montgomery Real Estate v. Djokic, 858 So. 2d 371, 372 
(4th DCA 2003) (“dismissal is an available remedy for knowingly submitting forged or altered 
documents with the intent to deceive”); Kornblum v. Schneider, 609 So. 2d 138, 139 (4th DCA 
1992) (trial court has discretion to impose severe sanctions when party has perpetrated a fraud on 
the court); Savino v. Fla. Drive In Theatre Mgmt., Inc., 697 So. 2d 1011, 1012 (4th DCA 1997) 
(same); Desimone v. Old Dominion Ins. Co., 740 So. 2d 1233, 1234 (4th DCA 1999) (same); 
Palm Beach Fla. Hotel v. Nantucket Enter., Inc., 2013 WL 686433 (Palm Beach Co. Cir. Ct. 
Feb. 25, 2013) (holding that court “has the inherent power to sanction litigants who have 
perpetrated a fraud on the Court by manipulating evidence” and striking defenses in cases 
involving manipulation of a document). 
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Id.; see also Toll v. Korge, 127 So. 3d 887-88 (3d DCA 2013) (applying Kozel factors 

and entering default judgment against defendant for discovery abuses).  The Court said 

that “upon consideration of these factors, if a sanction less severe than dismissal with 

prejudice appears to be a viable alternative, the trial court should employ such an 

alternative.”  Here, the Kozel factors are met and there is no viable alternative less severe 

than a default judgment. 

C. Mayer Brown and Its Attorneys Engaged in Egregious Conduct. 

By doctoring evidence and engaging in other discovery misconduct, Mayer Brown 

and its lawyers have engaged in bad faith tactics, satisfying the first, third, fourth, fifth, 

and sixth factors of Kozel.   

Like the offending party in Wenwei Sun v. Aviles, Mayer Brown “w[as] supposed 

to give truthful and accurate answers,” and could have disclosed certain evidence, but 

“repeatedly chose not to do so out of some sort of purported desperation.”  53 So. 3d 

1075, 1077 (5th DCA 2010) (affirming the striking of a plaintiff’s pleadings for “utterly 

deceitful behavior”).  Because this conduct can be properly described as “utterly 

deceitful,” it “most certainly fits the standard” for striking Mayer Brown’s pleadings.  Id. 

at 1078.  

In Florida, “bad faith ‘games playing’ with the court and opposing counsel in 

delaying and thwarting the orderly process of discovery” warrants the striking of a 

party’s pleadings and the entry of a default judgment.  HZJ, Inc. v. Wysocki, 511 So. 2d 

1088, 1089 (3d DCA 1987); Asper v. Maxy Aviation Servs., L.C., 915 So. 2d 271 (4th 
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DCA 2005) (affirming sanction of striking a defendant’s pleadings due to its willful 

noncompliance with court order to turn over bank records).   

For example, in Bistricer v. Oceanside Acquisitions, LLC, a party’s pleadings were 

stricken where the record demonstrated “protracted” “discovery abuses,” and, as here, the 

offending party had falsely “assured the Defendants that, except for certain telephone 

bills, all documents responsive to discovery requests and orders had been produced.”  59 

So. 3d 215, 219 (3d DCA 2011); see also Kranz v. Levan, 602 So. 2d 668, 669 (3d DCA 

1992) (striking plaintiff’s pleadings and dismissing complaint where “plaintiffs never 

fully complied with all of the trial court's discovery orders and withheld vital documents 

in the case”); Metro. Opera Ass'n, Inc. v. Local 100, Hotel Employees & Rest. Employees 

Int’l Union, 212 F.R.D. 178, 221–22 (S.D.N.Y. 2003)15 (striking pleadings where 

“counsel’s repeated representations that all responsive documents had been produced,” 

which “were made without any real reflection or concern for their obligations under the 

rules governing discovery and, in the absence of an adequate search for responsive 

documents,” was “not merely negligent but was aggressively willful”). 

Without question, the conduct of Mayer Brown rises to the level of bad faith and 

gross indifference.  It is implausible that Mayer Brown’s discovery abuses were the result 

of innocent neglect or inexperience, and Mayer Brown cannot offer any reasonable 

justification for its noncompliance, the fifth Kozel factor.  Mayer Brown, one of the 

largest law firms in the world, is a sophisticated litigant, well aware of its discovery 

 
15 See Wallraff v. T.G.I. Friday's, Inc., 490 So. 2d 50, 51 (Fla. 1986) (interpreting Rule 1.380 
sanctions as analogous to the federal rule).   
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obligations and with experienced in-house and trial counsel to guide it.  When served 

with discovery requests, Mayer Brown knew that it was required to make a reasonable 

search of its records to identify responsive documents and yet failed to do so.  See First 

Coast Energy, L.L.P. v. Mid-Continent Cas. Co., No. 3:12-CV-281-J-32MCR, 2015 WL 

5159140, at *18-20 (M.D. Fla. Sept. 2, 2015) (conduct “indicat[ing] that Defendant made 

no reasonable inquiry to ensure that all responsive documents have been produced” 

constituted “at a minimum, gross negligence rising to the level of bad faith”).   

Notably, Mayer Brown was not forthcoming with discovery until it was caught 

red-handed – that is, until the Receiver, by his own investigation and expenditure of his 

own resources, identified issues. See O’Vahey v. Miller, 644 So. 2d 550, 551 (3d DCA 

1994) (holding that the plaintiff's repeated lies in discovery, uncovered only by the 

“assiduous efforts of opposing counsel,” “constituted such serious misconduct” that 

dismissal of the case was required).  For example, it was only after the Receiver – alerted 

by the fax tracks on the signature page – began to question Mayer Brown about the 

fabricated Letter that its attorney, April Otterberg, came clean about her law firm’s 

fabrication of evidence.  

But the Receiver should not have to be a Sherlock Holmes, seeking to uncover 

undisclosed issues with the integrity of the evidence Mayer Brown produces.  Litigation 

is not a game where a party needs to be on the lookout for clues that the documents it 

receives are not what they appear to be.  Instead, Mayer Brown should have affirmatively 

disclosed its fabrication – or, better yet, not have fabricated the evidence in the first place.  
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We are entitled to see the documents as they were maintained in Mayer Brown’s files, not 

as reconstructed by lawyers during the course of this lawsuit.     

Mayer Brown’s conduct was clearly intentional and cannot be explained by 

neglect or inexperience.  

Additionally, there is no question that Mayer Brown itself was involved in the 

disobedience.  For example, Lauren Noll, a Mayer Brown partner and the firm’s Global 

Claims Counsel, submitted three false declarations to courts, all of which were under 

oath.  Ms. Noll was obstructive during the 1.310(b)(6) deposition and gave scripted 

answers.  Mayer Brown’s General Counsel was present for the two days of Ms. Noll’s 

testimony.  Ms. Noll was in the courtroom when Ms. Otterberg represented that all 

documents had been produced, and Mayer Brown’s General Counsel has been present in 

Court for many hearings involving Mayer Brown’s misconduct. 

D. The Receiver Has Been Significantly Prejudiced by Mayer Brown’s 
Discovery Abuses. 

As to the fourth and sixth factors of Kozel, Mayer Brown’s noncompliance has 

prejudiced Plaintiff through undue expense and delay and has placed unwarranted 

burdens on the judicial system.  Over five years ago, the Receiver requested documents 

from Mayer Brown.  Today, they continue to trickle in, after repeated false 

representations of complete production.  The Receiver has had to file motion after motion 

to get what he is entitled to under the rules.  Counsel for Mayer Brown altered a 

document, and only revealed the truth five years later, when its back was to the wall.  By 
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this point, many depositions in the case had been completed and the litigation strategy 

nearly finalized.   

The Receiver has been prejudiced by not having access to the withheld evidence 

and by relying on an altered document for years.  Over 50 depositions have been taken in 

this case.  The Receiver has had to take and defend depositions without documents that 

should have been produced years ago.  Even worse, 47 depositions were taken before the 

Receiver learned that a key document in the case had been altered by Mayer Brown’s 

attorneys.  Of course, Mayer Brown’s counsel knew all along that the document had been 

altered.  How can such a wrong ever be righted?   

Simply ordering the parties to re-take depositions in light of the withheld 

evidence, will not remedy the discovery abuses and will only further delay the trials in 

this case, which Mayer Brown likely would welcome.  As one court explained, if this 

“Court were to reopen discovery instead of entering a default judgment, it would be 

rewarding Defendant for its dilatory conduct.”  First Coast Energy, L.L.P. 2015 WL 

5159140, at *20.  Even if the Court were to permit some of the depositions in this case to 

be redone, the prejudice caused by the delay is clear.  See Ferrante v. Waters, 383 So. 2d 

749 (4th DCA 1980) (affirming a trial court order pursuant Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.380(b), 

striking defendant’s pleadings and granting a default judgment on liability in favor of 

plaintiffs in a personal injury case on the basis of a six-month lapse during which 

defendant failed to respond to interrogatories).   
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But for Covid-19, discovery would have closed and the trial would be a few 

months away.16  Importantly, under Rule 1.380, “even if all discovery is ultimately 

produced and the opposing party is not substantially prejudiced by the delay” sanctions 

may still be imposed so long as the Court finds that the party “has engaged in a pattern 

designed to thwart discovery evincing a ‘continuous pattern of willful, contemptuous and 

contumacious disregard of lawful court orders concerning its obligation to comply with 

reasonable discovery requests.’”  Amlan, Inc. v. Detroit Diesel Corp., 651 So. 2d 701, 

703 (4th DCA 1995) (quoting AVD Enters., Inc. v. Network Sec. Acceptance Corp., 555 

So. 2d 401, 402 (3d DCA 1989)).  And, in an order striking a party’s pleadings, “no 

‘magic words’ are required but rather only a finding that the conduct upon which the 

order is based was equivalent to willfulness or deliberate disregard.”  Commonwealth 

Fed. Savings & Loan Ass'n. v. Tubero, 569 So. 2d 1271, 1273 (Fla. 1990). 

A severe sanction should be imposed in this case “not merely to penalize those 

whose conduct may be deemed to warrant such a sanction, but to deter those who might 

be tempted to such conduct in the absence of such a deterrent.” Nat'l Hockey League v. 

Metro. Hockey Club, Inc., 427 U.S. 639, 643 (1976).  Also, a mere award of monetary 

sanctions will not be a deterrent to other well-funded parties and lawyers who may 

consider engaging in similar discovery abuses in future cases. 

 
16 We only assume that counsel for Mayer Brown was planning to present the altered document 
to this Court once again – at trial. 
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E. The Court Should Revoke Pro Hac Vice Status for the Responsible 
Attorneys. 

The Receiver further requests that the Court withdraw its order granting the 

Motion for Admission Pro Hac Vice for April Otterberg, see Order of Aug. 1, 2011, and 

its order granting the Motion for Admission Pro Hac Vice for David Bradford, see Order 

of Apr. 13, 2017.   

As demonstrated repeatedly above, Ms. Otterberg played a central role in the 

discovery misconduct outlined in this motion.  She has made inaccurate statements to this 

court regarding the completeness of document production, she transmitted an altered 

document to Receiver’s counsel, and has admitted in open court to being the architect of 

Mayer Brown’s discovery efforts.  See Tr. of Proceedings, Feb. 20, 2019, Ex. 27, 82:15-

20 (“Your Honor, I’ve been with this case from the very beginning and was involved in 

every step of the way.”). 

Nor was Ms. Otterberg alone in her discovery misconduct. Mr. Bradford, as lead 

counsel in this case, bears responsibility for the misconduct.  Ms. Otterberg required Mr. 

Bradford’s encouragement and assistance in making the misrepresentations “without 

modifiers” to the Court that production was complete. Moreover, Mr. Bradford made 

similar misrepresentations to the court in Cook County when he stated in January 2019 

that “[w]e have provided everything that was asked for by the receiver. We have 

provided everything that was asked for by Mr. Gunlicks other than privileged documents. 

… So, Sun Capital documents, if a document referenced Sun Capital, we turned it over.”  

Tr. of Proceedings Jan. 17, 2019, Ex. 28, 169:21-170:9. Recent productions have shown 
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such claims to be incorrect.  In addition, as detailed above, Mr. Bradford used the altered 

document to seek admissions from the representative of a receivership entity.  Such 

misconduct is not mere advocacy – but demonstrate Mr. Bradford’s, Ms. Otterberg’s, and 

Mayer Brown’s gross indifference to their discovery obligations. 

“‘A trial court may revoke the status of pro hac vice whenever it appears that 

counsel’s conduct during any stage of the proceeding, including the taking of depositions, 

adversely impacts the administration of justice.’”  Brooks v. AMP Serv. Ltd., 979 So. 2d 

435, 438 (4th DCA 2008) (quoting State Indus., Inc. v. Jernigan, 751 So. 2d 680, 682 

(5th DCA 2000)).   

F. Alternative Relief. 

As an alternative to a default judgment against Mayer Brown, the Court may strike 

certain of its defenses.  Where information and evidence withheld from discovery bears 

directly on a particular defense, that defense may be stricken.  See, e.g., Sphinx Int’l, Inc. 

v. Nat'l Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, Pa., No. 6:01-CV-1462ORL19KRS, 2003 WL 

24871000, at *11 (M.D. Fla. Mar. 21, 2003) (precluding defendant from presenting 

evidence opposing a finding on a key issue of control in lieu of striking pleadings, where 

defendant engaged in “obstreperous course of conduct” during discovery, including 

withholding discovery); Cape Cave Corp. v. Charlotte Asphalt, Inc., 384 So. 2d 1300, 

1301 (2d DCA 1980) (affirming order striking “defense of payment,” as a sanction for 

failure to produce documents, but allowing defendant to proceed with other defenses). 

Here, because Mayer Brown withheld evidence critical to issues bearing upon its 

intervening/superseding causes and third party at fault regarding Sun and its principals, 
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the Court should strike some or all of these defenses.  It is appropriate, at a minimum, to 

preclude Mayer Brown from asserting certain of its defenses, in the Court’s discretion.  

See, e.g., Cape Cave Corp., 384 So. 2d at 1301.   

The Receiver further requests, as alternative relief, that at trial the Court impose an 

adverse inference instruction consistent with Florida Standard Jury Instructions in Civil 

Cases 301.11.  See Golden Yachts, Inc. v. Hall, 920 So. 2d 777, 780 (4th DCA 2006).   

Alternatively, the Court may award Plaintiff’s counsel the fees and costs for past 

and future efforts necessitated by the Defendant’s discovery abuses. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The Court should strike Mayer Brown’s Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the 

Receiver’s Fourth Amended Complaint and revoke permission for attorneys David 

Bradford and April Otterberg to appear pro hac vice in this case.  In the alternative, the 

Court should conclude as a matter of law – and so instruct the jury – that Mayer Brown 

represented Sun Capital, and that the fabricated Letter did not operate to waive Mayer 

Brown’s conflicts of interest, and that Mayer Brown represented Founding Partners under 

an unwaivable conflict.  
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Respectfully submitted this 22nd day of June, 2020. 

By /s/ Stuart Z. Grossman     
GROSSMAN ROTH YAFFA COHEN, P.A. 
Stuart Z. Grossman  (FL Bar No. 156113) 
Rachel Wagner Furst (FL Bar No. 45155) 
2525 Ponce de Leon Boulevard, Suite 1150 
Coral Gables, Florida  33134 
Telephone:  (305) 442-8666 
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From: Scot Stirling
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 5:14 PM
To: Robert Stirling; Abigail Terhune; Sarah Letzkus; Malcolm Loeb; Danna Brandt; Bart Dewey; Elvis 

Sulejmani; Kristen Hullinger
Subject: Fwd: Founding Partners
Attachments: MB 00001.pdf; MB 00007.pdf; MB 00012.pdf; MB 00019.pdf; MB 00027.pdf; MB 00039.pdf

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy S®4 

-------- Original message -------- 
From: "Otterberg, April A."
Date:01/29/2014 4:55 PM (GMT-07:00)
To: Scot Stirling ,"Colman, Jeffrey D"
Subject: RE: Founding Partners

Scot,

As we discussed this afternoon, attached are (1) five engagement letters with Mayer Brown related to Founding
Partners, and (2) what we believe to be the final Wells submission in the first SEC proceeding involving Founding
Partners.

As we noted during our call, four of the engagement letters were found in Mayer Brown’s files (2000, 2001, 2002, and
2008), but one (from 2004) was included by Mr. Gunlicks as an exhibit to a filing in 2012 in his Illinois case against Mayer
Brown. We’re providing you that 2004 letter in the form it was attached to that filing (i.e., with an exhibit stamp that
presumably was added by Mr. Gunlicks’ counsel). In addition, as we stated, our efforts to locate engagement letters
were not exhaustive given that we so far have not engaged in discovery in this case and, in fact, are engaging in
mediation in an effort to see if both parties will be able to avoid the costs and burdens associated with discovery.

I believe this email should go through with its attachments, but just to be sure I’m not running into a size limitation on
your inbox, please confirm when you get a chance that you’ve received this email.

Regards,
April

From: Scot Stirling [mailto:sstirling@beusgilbert.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 4:29 PM 
To: Colman, Jeffrey D; Otterberg, April A. 
Subject: RE: Founding Partners 

Now is good – I’m at (480) 429 3032 (my direct line)

Scot Stirling

BEUS GILBERT PLLC
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701 North 44th Street | Phoenix, AZ 85008
Direct: 480.429.3032 | Cell: 602.318.3650
Main: 480.429.3000 | Fax: 480.429.3100
Email: sstirling@beusgilbert.com
Secretary: Kristen Bosley | 480.429.3106 | kbosley@beusgilbert.com

This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you in error, please
reply to advise the sender of the error and then immediately delete this message.

From: Colman, Jeffrey D [mailto:JColman@jenner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 3:26 PM 
To: Scot Stirling; Otterberg, April A. 
Subject: RE: Founding Partners 

Scot—

Are you free to speak with us now or in the AM?

Jeff

Jeffrey D. Colman 
Jenner & Block LLP
353 N. Clark Street
Chicago, IL 60654-3456
Tel (312) 923-2940
Fax (312) 840-7340 
JColman@jenner.com
www.jenner.com

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING: This email may contain privileged or confidential information and is for the sole use of the 
intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this communication is prohibited. If you believe that you have 
received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete it from your system. 

From: Colman, Jeffrey D  
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 1:53 PM 
To: Scot Stirling; Otterberg, April A. 
Subject: RE: Founding Partners 

Scot

No apologies necessary. I am out of the office today. I will speak with April and one of us will
respond to your request Tuesday or Wednesday at the latest. Bests, Jeff

From: Scot Stirling [mailto:sstirling@beusgilbert.com]
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 6:23 AM 
To: Colman, Jeffrey D; Otterberg, April A. 
Subject: Founding Partners 
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Jeff and April, I apologize for this belated request but have been preoccupied with preserving trial testimony of 
an expert witness in hospice care and got way off schedule.

When we met in your offices, you suggested that if there were any particular items we might need to better 
prepare for the mediation next month, you might be able to provide them in response to an informal request. 

We would appreciate it if you could provide to us the final copy of the Wells submission and any 
correspondence with the SEC in connection with the first SEC investigation (the one that was settled by 
consent). Also, if you can provide a complete set of any engagement letters with any of the Founding Partners 
entities, we would like to confirm that we have a complete set of those documents. 

I am going to be tied up in a mediation all day today and likely tomorrow (in NYC so eastern time), but by this 
afternoon we'll be in separate breakout rooms and I should have time to talk if you need to speak to me about 
this. Thanks. 

Scot Stirling 
(602 318 3650) (cell) 

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy S®4 

This Beus Gilbert e-mail message, and any attachment hereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain legally privileged 
and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient(s), or the employee or agent responsible for delivery of this message to the intended 
recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail message, and/or any attachment hereto, is strictly prohibited. 
If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete the original and any copy of this message, its attachments, 
and any printout thereof. Thank you.

This Beus Gilbert e-mail message, and any attachment hereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain legally privileged 
and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient(s), or the employee or agent responsible for delivery of this message to the intended 
recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail message, and/or any attachment hereto, is strictly prohibited. 
If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete the original and any copy of this message, its attachments, 
and any printout thereof. Thank you.
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From: Leo Beus
Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2014 2:56 PM
To: Founding Partners Team
Subject: FW: Newman v. Mayer Brown -- Mayer Brown's Mediation Submission (Email 1 of 6)
Attachments: Mediation Brief of Mayer Brown LLP.pdf; Authorities.zip

Leo R. Beus

BEUS GILBERT PLLC
701 North 44th Street | Phoenix, AZ 85008
Direct: 480.429.3001 | Main: 480.429.3000 | Fax: 480.429.3111
Email: lbeus@beusgilbert.com
Secretary: Pat Gaghagen | 480.429.3101 | pgaghagen@beusgilbert.com

This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you in error, please reply to
advise the sender of the error and then immediately delete this message.

From: Otterberg, April A. [mailto:AOtterberg@jenner.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 2:54 PM 
To: 'jmarks@marksadr.com' 
Cc: 'ddeaton@marksadr.com'; 'ebailey@marksadr.com'; Colman, Jeffrey D; Leo Beus; Scot Stirling 
Subject: Newman v. Mayer Brown -- Mayer Brown's Mediation Submission (Email 1 of 6) 

Jonathan:

Here is the first of six emails containing Mayer Brown’s mediation submission. You should have already received a hard
copy set of exhibits to Mayer Brown’s brief; this was sent yesterday by UPS.

Attached to this email are the following: (1) Mayer Brown’s mediation brief, in PDF form; and (2) a .ZIP file containing
the caselaw and other legal authorities cited in the brief. I’ll send the electronic versions of the exhibits in the next five
emails.

I will also send a separate email to you with our mediation brief in the requested Word format. Our brief is 37 pages; we
previously conferred with Scot Stirling on that, and he indicated there is no objection to Mayer Brown submitting a few
extra pages beyond the 35 page limit in the parties’ mediation agreement.

Please let me know if you have any difficulty opening any of the materials I’m sending today.

Best regards,
April

April A. Otterberg 
Jenner & Block LLP
353 N. Clark Street
Chicago, IL 60654-3456
Tel (312) 840-8646
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Fax (312) 840-8746 
AOtterberg@jenner.com
www.jenner.com

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING: This email may contain privileged or confidential information and is for the sole use of the 
intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this communication is prohibited. If you believe that you have 
received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete it from your system. 
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Page 1
·1· · IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
· · · · · · · · ·IN AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA
·2
· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·No.:· 10-49061
·3

·4· ·DANIEL S. NEWMAN, as RECEIVER for
· · ·FOUNDING PARTNERS STABLE VALUE FUND, LP;
·5· ·FOUNDING PARTNERS STABLE VALUE FUND II, LP;
· · ·FOUNDING PARTNERS GLOBAL FUND, LTD.; and
·6· ·FOUNDING PARTNERS HYBRID-VALUE FUND, LP,

·7· · · · · · · · · ·Plaintiffs,

·8· · v.

·9· ·ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a Delaware Limited
· · ·Liability Partnership; and
10· ·MAYER BROWN LLP, an Illinois Limited
· · ·Liability Partnership,
11
· · · · · · · · · · ·Defendants.
12· ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

13· · · · · · · · · · · · · CONFIDENTIAL
· · · · · · · ·VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF ROBERT MILLS
14· · · · · · · · · · · · ·Pages:· 1-282

15

16
· · · · · · · · · · ·Wednesday, November 8, 2017
17· · · · · · · · · · · ·9:19 AM - 6:10 PM
· · · · · · · · · Haliczer, Pettis & Schwamm, P.A.
18· · · · · · · · · · · ·One Financial Plaza
· · · · · · · · · · ·100 Southeast Third Avenue
19· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Suite 700
· · · · · · · · · · · Fort Lauderdale, Florida
20

21

22· · · · · · · · · Stenographically Reported By:

23· · · · · · · · · · · · Tamra K. Piderit
· · · · · · · · · · Florida Professional Reporter
24· · · · · · · · · Registered Diplomate Reporter
· · · · · · · · · · ·Certified Realtime Reporter
25· · · · · · · · · ·Certified LiveNote Reporter

ROBERT MILLS Confidential November 08, 2017

U.S. Legal Support, Inc.
(312) 236-8352

ROBERT MILLS Confidential November 08, 2017

U.S. Legal Support, Inc.
(312) 236-8352



Page 176
·1· · · ·A.· ·Okay.· I'm with you.

·2· · · ·Q.· ·The top paragraph references Schulte Roth & Zabel?

·3· · · ·A.· ·Right.

·4· · · ·Q.· ·And providing certain advice and legal services.

·5· ·Did Schulte Roth provide the legal services and advice that

·6· ·are described in this paragraph?

·7· · · · · · MR. STIRLING:· Object to the form.

·8· · · ·A.· ·Can I read it?

·9· · · ·Q.· ·Absolutely.

10· · · ·A.· ·(Witness reviewing document.)

11· · · · · · I mean, as far as I am aware.· I mean, I can't

12· ·speak specifically for what other services they were

13· ·providing to FPCM.· It is a representative of the Hybrid

14· ·fund, but this is what it says.

15· · · ·Q.· ·You have no reason to believe that they didn't

16· ·provide the advice and services that are described in this

17· ·paragraph?

18· · · · · · MR. STIRLING:· Object to the form.

19· · · ·A.· ·I don't have any -- I don't have any knowledge one

20· ·way or another on that.

21· · · ·Q.· ·Okay.

22· · · · · · · · ·(Document marked as Exhibit 81

23· · · · · · · · · · · for identification)

24· ·BY MS. OTTERBERG:

25· · · ·Q.· ·Exhibit 81.

ROBERT MILLS Confidential November 08, 2017

U.S. Legal Support, Inc.
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·1· · · ·A.· ·Right.

·2· · · ·Q.· ·Did you review this document in preparation for

·3· ·your deposition today?

·4· · · ·A.· ·I have probably seen it.

·5· · · ·Q.· ·I'm sorry, did you review it in preparation for

·6· ·your deposition today?

·7· · · ·A.· ·I said I'm sure I saw it.

·8· · · ·Q.· ·Okay.· And what is this document?

·9· · · ·A.· ·This is an engagement letter between Mayer Brown

10· ·and FPCM.

11· · · ·Q.· ·And if we look at the second paragraph that is on

12· ·the first page of this document, there is, again, a

13· ·reference to Schulte Roth & Zabel?

14· · · ·A.· ·Right.

15· · · ·Q.· ·Did Schulte Roth & Zabel provide the legal

16· ·services and advice that are described in this paragraph?

17· · · · · · MR. STIRLING:· Object to the form.

18· · · ·A.· ·This is as of January 2002, and I don't -- I don't

19· ·know.· I mean, I don't recall seeing any time entries from

20· ·anyone at Schulte Roth after 2001, so I don't know.· I just

21· ·can't speak to this.

22· · · ·Q.· ·Did you see -- are you aware of any letter or

23· ·other communication from Schulte to Hybrid or FPCM or

24· ·Gunlicks that says we are no longer representing you?

25· · · ·A.· ·From Schulte to Gunlicks saying we are no longer

ROBERT MILLS Confidential November 08, 2017

U.S. Legal Support, Inc.
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· · *** CONFIDENTIAL PURSUANT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER ***
·1· · · · · · · · · · IN THE CIRCUIT COURT

·2· · · · · · OF THE SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

·3· · · · · · ·IN AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

·4

·5· ·DANIEL S. NEWMAN, et al.,· · )

·6· · · · · · ·Plaintiffs,· · · · )

·7· · · · vs.· · · · · · · · · · ·) No. 10-49061

·8· ·ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a· · · · )

·9· ·Delaware limited liability· ·)

10· ·partnership, et al.,· · · · ·)

11· · · · · · ·Defendants.· · · · )

12· · · · · · · · · · · · · VOLUME I

13

14· · · · · · · ·The ** CONFIDENTIAL ** videotaped

15· ·deposition of MARC LEWIS KLYMAN, called for

16· ·examination, taken pursuant to the provisions of the

17· ·Code of Civil Procedure and the Rules of the Supreme

18· ·Court of the State of Illinois pertaining to the

19· ·taking of depositions for the purpose of discovery,

20· ·taken before DINA G. MANCILLAS, a Certified Shorthand

21· ·Reporter within and for the State of Illinois,

22· ·CSR No. 84-3400 of said State, at Suite 600, 200 West

23· ·Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, on April 12,

24· ·2019, at 9:00 a.m.

25

MARC LEWIS KLYMAN Volume I
Confidential Pursuant To Protective Order

April 12, 2019

U.S. Legal Support, Inc.
(312) 236-8352

MARC LEWIS KLYMAN Volume I
Confidential Pursuant To Protective Order

April 12, 2019

U.S. Legal Support, Inc.
(312) 236-8352



Page 112
·1· ·BY THE WITNESS:

·2· · · · A.· · ·I'd have to look at it.

·3· ·BY MR. BEUS:

·4· · · · Q.· · ·You don't know without reading it word

·5· ·for word?

·6· · · · A.· · ·In order to determine if I've seen this

·7· ·letter or something, I have to look at all the

·8· ·pages to make sure it's what I've seen.

·9· · · · · · · MR. SCHRECK:· And, Mr. Beus, I will

10· · · · only say this one time in a very friendly way

11· · · · to hopefully expedite the deposition.

12· · · · · · · · · · Take a look at the four pages.

13· · · · As you can see, the fourth page has fax

14· · · · transmission information along the top, where

15· · · · the first three do not.

16· · · · · · · · · · So since Mr. Klyman is seeing

17· · · · these for the first time when you're handing

18· · · · them, whether or not these were assembled

19· · · · differently from the versions he may have

20· · · · seen in preparation for this deposition.

21· · · · · · · · · · And I will say one more thing,

22· · · · too.· Mr. Klyman, just the other day, we were

23· · · · looking at documents.· This is probably going

24· · · · too far, but I want to make sure I understand

25· · · · this.

MARC LEWIS KLYMAN Volume I
Confidential Pursuant To Protective Order

April 12, 2019

U.S. Legal Support, Inc.
(312) 236-8352

MARC LEWIS KLYMAN Volume I
Confidential Pursuant To Protective Order

April 12, 2019

U.S. Legal Support, Inc.
(312) 236-8352
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·1· · · · · · · ·I thought it was the document

·2· ·that we had seen, etc.· Finally, he -- I

·3· ·said, We've got to really -- are you really

·4· ·sure?· Well, yeah, can you -- we're under

·5· ·oath.· You're looking at it.

·6· · · · ·MR. D. BRADFORD:· I -- I'm going to --

·7· · · · ·MR. SCHRECK:· No, no, no, no, no.

·8· · · · ·MR. D. BRADFORD:· -- caution counsel

·9· ·not to get into discussions --

10· · · · ·MR. SCHRECK:· No, no, no, no, no, no,

11· ·no, no.· We're -- no, we're trying to cut to

12· ·the chase.

13· · · · · · · ·And Mr. Klyman looked at it, and

14· ·he saw at the bottom of that document on the

15· ·face a legend that somehow there had been a

16· ·stamp on it of August on a June document.  I

17· ·had never noticed it before, and that was my

18· ·oversight what was being shown to him.

19· · · · · · · ·I'm just saying that what he's

20· ·doing right now, Mr. Beus, because of how

21· ·you're asking the questions, is requiring him

22· ·to look at them.· He doesn't want -- if you

23· ·want to ask faster questions, pointedly about

24· ·the questions, you may, if you want to do it

25· ·like you're asking, but he has found

MARC LEWIS KLYMAN Volume I
Confidential Pursuant To Protective Order

April 12, 2019

U.S. Legal Support, Inc.
(312) 236-8352
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Page 185
·1· · · · · · · · · IN THE CIRCUIT COURT

·2· · · · · ·OF THE SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

·3· · · · · · IN AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

·4· DANIEL S. NEWMAN, as RECEIVER for· · )
· · FOUNDING PARTNERS STABLE VALUE· · · ·)
·5· FUND, LP; FOUNDING PARTNERS STABLE· ·)
· · VALUE FUND II, LP; FOUNDING· · · · · )
·6· PARTNERS GLOBAL FUND, LTD.; and· · · )
· · FOUNDING PARTNERS HYBRID-VALUE· · · ·) No. 10-49061
·7· FUND, LP,· · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
· · · · ·Plaintiffs,· · · · · · · · · · ·)
·8· ·vs.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·)
· · ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a Delaware· · · ·)
·9· Limited Liability Partnership; and· ·)
· · MAYER BROWN LLP, an Illinois· · · · ·)
10· Limited Liability Partnership,· · · ·)
· · · · ·Defendants.· · · · · · · · · · ·)
11

12· · · · · · · · ·* * * CONFIDENTIAL * * *

13

14· · · · · · The videotaped deposition of WILLIAM HART,

15· ·taken in the above-entitled cause, on

16· ·September 10, 2019, at 353 North Clark Street,

17· ·Suite 4500, Chicago, Illinois, at the time of

18· ·1:05 p.m., pursuant to Notice.

19

20

21

22

23

24· ·Reported By:· Gina M. Luordo, CSR, RPR, CRR

25· ·License No.:· 084-004143

WILLIAM HART
Confidential

September 10, 2019
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Page 345
·1· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Object to the form of the

·2· ·question.· Lack of foundation.

·3· · · ·MR. PORTERFIELD:· Object to form.

·4· · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yes.

·5· ·BY MR. BRADFORD:

·6· · · ·Q.· ·I'm going to hand you what's been

·7· ·previously marked as Exhibit 900.· If you could

·8· ·turn to the page Bates stamped MB 12 here.

·9· · · ·A.· ·Okay.

10· · · ·Q.· ·And this is a January 23, 2002 engagement

11· ·letter from Marc Klyman to Bill Gunlicks.· Do you

12· ·see that?

13· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

14· · · ·Q.· ·And if you turn to Page 2 of this

15· ·engagement letter --

16· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

17· · · ·Q.· ·-- which is dated about eight days before

18· ·the letter that we just looked at -- I'm sorry.

19· ·Seven days before the letter we just looked at with

20· ·Sun Capital, Inc., correct?

21· · · ·A.· ·This is seven days before the waiver.

22· · · ·Q.· ·Yes.· And you were asking if the waiver

23· ·also had to be mutual, correct?

24· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

25· · · ·Q.· ·And you'll see at the bottom of Page 2 in

WILLIAM HART
Confidential

September 10, 2019
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·1· ·the last paragraph there that there is a statement

·2· ·that says you agree.· You you understand in this

·3· ·letter to mean Bill Gunlicks, correct?· I'm sorry.

·4· ·Founding Partners Capital Management?

·5· · · ·A.· ·Founding Partners, yes.

·6· · · ·Q.· ·You agree that Mayer, Brown & Platt may

·7· ·represent other persons and entities whose

·8· ·interests are adverse to you or adverse to the

·9· ·Stable Value Fund, your subsidiaries or other

10· ·partnerships in which you are a partner or related

11· ·company.· Do you see that language?

12· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Form.

13· · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yes.

14· ·BY MR. BRADFORD:

15· · · ·Q.· ·And there's a further disclosure.· If you

16· ·skip the next sentence, it says as you know, Sun

17· ·Capital and the principals of Sun Capital had been

18· ·involved in a proposed securitization of trade

19· ·receivables, including trade receivables held by

20· ·Sun Capital and other factoring companies.· The

21· ·proposed securitization transaction, which may be

22· ·preceded by one or more loans from Sun Trust Bank,

23· ·has been referred to from time to time as the

24· ·MasterFactor or WorldFactor transaction.

25· · · · · · Do you see that language?
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·1· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

·2· · · ·Q.· ·And so you understand that there was a

·3· ·disclosure to Founding Partners Capital Management

·4· ·of the -- of the work related to the MasterFactor

·5· ·transaction, correct?

·6· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Object to the form of the

·7· ·question.· Also lack of foundation.

·8· · · ·MR. PORTERFIELD:· Objection to form.

·9· · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yes.

10· ·BY MR. BRADFORD:

11· · · ·Q.· ·And if you go to Page -- the bottom of

12· ·Page 2, there's also a disclosure that says we have

13· ·represented, currently represent or may represent

14· ·in the future Sun Capital, CDC, Union Planters

15· ·Bank, Sun Trust Bank Center or their respective

16· ·affiliates.· You hereby waive any conflict of

17· ·interest relating to our past, current or future

18· ·representation of Sun Capital, CBC, Union Planters

19· ·Bank, Sun Trust Bank Center or any of the

20· ·respective affiliates or any of the other parties

21· ·to the MasterFactor or WorldFactor transaction.

22· · · · · · Do you see that language?

23· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Form and foundation.

24· · · ·THE WITNESS:· I do.

25
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·1· ·BY MR. BRADFORD:

·2· · · ·Q.· ·And so this letter is both a disclosure to

·3· ·Founding Partners Capital Management of that work

·4· ·related to the MasterFactor transaction as well as

·5· ·potential conflicts and a waiver of such conflicts.

·6· ·Do you have that understanding after reading this

·7· ·letter?

·8· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Object to the form of the

·9· ·question.· Lack of foundation.

10· · · ·THE WITNESS:· I understand what you're saying,

11· ·yes, and I understand what that says.

12· ·BY MR. BRADFORD:

13· · · ·Q.· ·And do you understand that that is what

14· ·this letter does?

15· · · ·MR. PORTERFIELD:· Object to form.

16· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Form.

17· · · ·THE WITNESS:· I understand that that's what

18· ·this says, yeah.

19· ·BY MR. BRADFORD:

20· · · ·Q.· ·And if you turn to the page Bates stamped

21· ·MB 0001, you'll see that in the second paragraph,

22· ·and Mr. O'Connor showed you a different version

23· ·that we marked as an exhibit of this -- of some of

24· ·these letters, which are all -- these engagement

25· ·letters are all contained within this exhibit, but
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·1· ·and look at it and tell me if you see any type of

·2· ·facsimile header on it.

·3· · · ·A.· ·No.

·4· · · ·Q.· ·And if you look at the first page dated

·5· ·January 23, 2002, you don't see a fax header on

·6· ·that page, right?

·7· · · ·A.· ·Correct.

·8· · · ·Q.· ·Nothing on Page 2, correct?

·9· · · ·A.· ·Correct.

10· · · ·Q.· ·No fax header on Page 3.· Do you see that?

11· · · ·A.· ·Correct.

12· · · ·Q.· ·And the first time you see a fax header is

13· ·on this page that purportedly has Mr. Gunlicks's

14· ·signature.· Do you see that?

15· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

16· · · ·Q.· ·You didn't see a fax header on any of the

17· ·preceding pages that would show that this document

18· ·was all one, correct?

19· · · ·A.· ·Correct.

20· · · ·Q.· ·And did you note that -- did you notice

21· ·that while this letter is dated January 23, 2002,

22· ·the fax isn't dated until January 25, 2002, three

23· ·days later?

24· · · ·MR. BRADFORD:· Mischaracterizes the document.

25· ·There's a fax header that says January 23, 2002
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·1· ·underneath the January 25, 2002.

·2· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Well, I think we can see that

·3· ·there's one that's cut off.

·4· · · ·THE WITNESS:· I do see that.

·5· ·BY MR. O'CONNOR:

·6· · · ·Q.· ·I think that's what the speaking objection

·7· ·was intended to draw your attention to, but you see

·8· ·that?

·9· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

10· · · ·Q.· ·But you also see that this was sent back

11· ·to Klyman on January 25, 2002?

12· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

13· · · ·Q.· ·And do you see a signature by Marc Klyman?

14· · · ·A.· ·No.

15· · · ·Q.· ·Does that strike you as odd?

16· · · ·A.· ·It's not a complete document.

17· · · ·Q.· ·Does that cause you to have suspicion

18· ·about the validity of this document to stand for

19· ·anything that could have possibly been provided to

20· ·or executed by Mr. Gunlicks?

21· · · ·MR. BRADFORD:· Form.· Foundation.

22· · · ·THE WITNESS:· It looks unclear.· It's not --

23· ·it's clear that it's not a completed document, so I

24· ·agree with you.

25
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·1· ·IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 17TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
· · · · · · ·IN AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA
·2· ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
· · ·DANIEL S. NEWMAN, as· · · · ·:
·3· ·receiver for FOUNDING· · · · :
· · ·PARTNERS STABLE-VALUE FUND,  :
·4· ·LP; FOUNDING PARTNERS· · · · :
· · ·STABLE-VALUE FUND II, LP;· · :
·5· ·FOUNDING PARTNERS GLOBAL· · ·:
· · ·FUND, LTD; and FOUNDING· · · :
·6· ·PARTNERS HYBRID-VALUE FUND,  :
· · ·LP,· · · · · · · · · · · · · :
·7· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · :
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · :
·8· · · · · · ·Plaintiff,· · · · ·:
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · :
·9· · · · vs.· · · · · · · · · · ·:· Case No. 10-49061
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · :
10· ·ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a· · · · :
· · ·Delaware Limited Liability· ·:
11· ·Partnership and MAYER BROWN, :
· · ·LLP, an Illinois Limited· · ·:
12· ·Liability Partnership,· · · ·:
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · :
13· · · · · · ·Defendants.· · · · :
· · ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
14

15· · · · · CONFIDENTIAL PURSUANT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER

16· · · · · · · ·RESUMED VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF

17· · · · · · · · · · · · ROBERT T. MILLS

18· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·VOLUME IV

19· · · · · · · · · · · · · GLOBAL FUND

20· · · · · · · · · · · ·NOVEMBER 19, 2019

21· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·9:05 A.M.

22

23

24

25
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Page 969
·1· ·Stamp 13, which is the second page of the

·2· ·document -- I'm sorry, let me withdraw that.

·3· · · · · · · ·For the record, this is the January 23,

·4· ·2002 engagement letter between Mayer Brown and

·5· ·Founding Partners Capital Management, correct?

·6· · · · A.· · ·Correct.

·7· · · · Q.· · ·And on Page 2 of the engagement letter,

·8· ·in the last paragraph, there is a reference to

·9· ·waivers of conflicts of interest.· Do you see

10· ·that?

11· · · · · · · ·It starts with, "You agree that MBP may

12· ·represent other persons or entities whose

13· ·interests are adverse to you."

14· · · · A.· · ·I do.

15· · · · Q.· · ·And it goes on to say, in the third

16· ·sentence of that paragraph, quote, As you know,

17· ·Sun Capital, and the principals of Sun Capital,

18· ·have been involved in a proposed securitization of

19· ·trade receivables, including trade receivables

20· ·held by Sun Capital and other factoring companies,

21· ·period.· Do you see where I'm reading.

22· · · · · · · MR. O'CONNOR:· Object to the form.

23· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I do.

24· · · · · · · MR. O'CONNOR:· I apologize, I withdraw

25· · · · it.
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·1· ·Center or any of their respective affiliates or

·2· ·any of the other factors to the MasterFactor,

·3· ·slash, WorldFactor transaction."· Do you see that?

·4· · · · A.· · ·I do.

·5· · · · Q.· · ·And Mr. Gunlicks agreed to that

·6· ·conflict waiver, did he not?

·7· · · · · · · MR. O'CONNOR:· Object to the form of

·8· · · · the question.

·9· · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· He signed the document.

10· ·BY MR. BRADFORD:

11· · · · Q.· · ·And let me show you what I think was

12· ·marked previously as 1200.· Do you have that 1200

13· ·in front of you?· That was the January 30, 2001

14· ·letter.· It might be easier if I give you another

15· ·copy.

16· · · · A.· · ·Is it one that we marked today.

17· · · · Q.· · ·Yeah, I think it was one that counsel

18· ·showed you previously.

19· · · · A.· · ·Let me see it.

20· · · · Q.· · ·Of course.· This was the letter that

21· ·addressed the payment of fees related to the

22· ·MasterFactor transaction.

23· · · · A.· · ·Yeah, I've seen that.

24· · · · Q.· · ·And would you acknowledge that

25· ·Mr. Gunlicks was copied, shown as a cc on that
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· · *** CONFIDENTIAL PURSUANT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER ***
·1· · · · · · · · · · IN THE CIRCUIT COURT

·2· · · · · · OF THE SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

·3· · · · · · ·IN AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

·4

·5· ·DANIEL S. NEWMAN, et al.,· · )

·6· · · · · · ·Plaintiffs,· · · · )

·7· · · · vs.· · · · · · · · · · ·) No. 10-49061

·8· ·ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a· · · · )

·9· ·Delaware limited liability· ·)

10· ·partnership, et al.,· · · · ·)

11· · · · · · ·Defendants.· · · · )

12· · · · · · · · · · · · ·VOLUME III

13· · · · · · · · · · · · STABLE VALUE

14· · · · · · ·The ** CONFIDENTIAL ** resumed videotaped

15· ·deposition of ROBERT T. MILLS, called for

16· ·examination, taken pursuant to the provisions of the

17· ·Code of Civil Procedure and the Rules of the Supreme

18· ·Court of the State of Illinois pertaining to the

19· ·taking of depositions for the purpose of discovery,

20· ·taken before DINA G. MANCILLAS, a Certified Shorthand

21· ·Reporter within and for the State of Illinois,

22· ·CSR No. 84-3400 of said State, at Suite 700,

23· ·353 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois, on

24· ·November 22, 2019, at 9:36 a.m.
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Page 472
·1· ·BY THE WITNESS:

·2· · · · A.· · ·Yes.

·3· · · · · · · · · · · ·(Document tendered.)

·4· ·BY MS. OTTERBERG:

·5· · · · Q.· · ·This is a document that's been

·6· ·previously marked as Exhibit 81, and Mr. Mills,

·7· ·this is a document you've seen before, correct?

·8· · · · A.· · ·I have.

·9· · · · Q.· · ·And you reviewed it in connection with

10· ·your preparation to testify as Stable Value II's

11· ·representative?

12· · · · A.· · ·I did.

13· · · · Q.· · ·What is this document?

14· · · · A.· · ·It's an engagement letter between Mayer

15· ·Brown and FPCM dated January 23rd, 2002.

16· · · · Q.· · ·And this is an engagement letter on --

17· ·if I understand your testimony, you're relying on

18· ·as Stable Value II's representative to suggest

19· ·that Mayer Brown had an obligation -- or,

20· ·undertook an obligation to assess the adequacy of

21· ·the collateral of transactions that the Stable

22· ·Value I Fund was going to enter into?

23· · · · A.· · ·Yes.

24· · · · Q.· · ·And what is it in this document that is
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·1· ·your evidence for that assertion?

·2· · · · A.· · ·The first sentence.

·3· · · · Q.· · ·Which is?

·4· · · · A.· · ·"This letter confirms our agreement for

·5· ·the provision of legal services by Mayer, Brown &

·6· ·Platt to Founding Partners Capital Management

·7· ·Company in connection with the proposed credit and

·8· ·security agreement between Founding Partners

·9· ·Stable Value Fund and Sun Capital, Inc."

10· · · · Q.· · ·And any other portion of this letter

11· ·that you're relying on to support your assertion

12· ·about Mayer Brown undertaking a supposed

13· ·obligation to assess the adequacy of the

14· ·collateral of Stable Value I's transactions?

15· · · · A.· · ·I mean, there may be other provisions,

16· ·but that one pretty well covers it.

17· · · · Q.· · ·And so nothing more that you can point

18· ·me here to, sitting here today?

19· · · · A.· · ·I think that -- I think that about

20· ·covers it.

21· · · · Q.· · ·On Page 2 of this document, which is

22· ·Bates 13, the second full paragraph, the end of

23· ·that second full paragraph.· Are you with me?

24· · · · A.· · ·Uh-huh.
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Page 474
·1· · · · Q.· · ·The last sentence says, "We will not

·2· ·undertake any due diligence or other

·3· ·investigations unless we have agreed to do so."

·4· · · · · · · ·Do you see that?

·5· · · · A.· · ·I do.

·6· · · · Q.· · ·None of the three engagement letters

·7· ·that we just reviewed, dated January 2000,

·8· ·January 2001, January 2002, mention the Lagniappe

·9· ·transaction, correct?

10· · · · A.· · ·They don't say "Lagniappe."

11· · · · Q.· · ·Well, they don't mention a transaction

12· ·that -- I understand they don't have the word

13· ·"Lagniappe."· That's true, right?

14· · · · A.· · ·Right.

15· · · · Q.· · ·They also don't describe the

16· ·transaction that we have been referring to in the

17· ·course of this deposition as the "Lagniappe

18· ·transaction," correct?

19· · · · A.· · ·That's true.

20· · · · Q.· · ·And, in fact, each of the engagement

21· ·letters that we just reviewed talks about a

22· ·specific transaction or a specific agreement that

23· ·Mayer Brown is -- is going to be advising in

24· ·connection with, right?
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·1· · · · · · · MR. S. STIRLING:· Object to the form.

·2· ·BY THE WITNESS:

·3· · · · A.· · ·Yeah.· I think that's right.

·4· ·BY MS. OTTERBERG:

·5· · · · Q.· · ·Okay.· And so it's your contention

·6· ·again, as Stable Value II's representative, that

·7· ·despite the language that says, "Mayer Brown is

·8· ·going to advise in connection with a particular

·9· ·agreement," Mayer Brown also was undertaking an

10· ·obligation to advise on the adequacy of the

11· ·collateral supporting any agreement or any

12· ·transaction that Stable Value I was ever going to

13· ·enter into?

14· · · · · · · MR. S. STIRLING:· Object to the form.

15· ·BY THE WITNESS:

16· · · · A.· · ·Could you restate that question?

17· · · · · · · MS. OTTERBERG:· Can you read it back

18· · · · for me, please?

19· · · · · · · · · · · ·(Said record was read by the

20· · · · · · · · · · · ·reporter.)

21· ·BY THE WITNESS:

22· · · · A.· · ·Well, that's not true.

23· ·BY MS. OTTERBERG:

24· · · · Q.· · ·And why is it not true?
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·1· · · · A.· · ·To say "advise with respect to any

·2· ·transaction that Founding Partners would ever

·3· ·enter into," that's --

·4· · · · Q.· · ·Well -- so now I'm not --

·5· · · · A.· · ·"Would ever enter into"?

·6· · · · Q.· · ·So now I'm not understanding your

·7· ·testimony because we have reviewed these three

·8· ·engagement letters -- let me start over.

·9· · · · · · · ·On the one hand, you're saying that

10· ·Mayer Brown undertook an obligation to advise with

11· ·respect to the adequacy of the collateral for the

12· ·Lagniappe transaction.· That's your testimony,

13· ·correct?

14· · · · A.· · ·Absolutely.

15· · · · Q.· · ·And then the language in the three

16· ·engagement letters that you're pointing to

17· ·reference particular agreements that are not the

18· ·Lagniappe transaction, correct?

19· · · · · · · MR. S. STIRLING:· Object to --

20· ·BY THE WITNESS:

21· · · · A.· · ·That's exactly the point, yes.

22· · · · · · · MR. S. STIRLING:· Object to the form.

23· ·BY MS. OTTERBERG:

24· · · · Q.· · ·So where is it that the alleged
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·1· ·obligation on the part of Mayer Brown to advise on

·2· ·the adequacy of the collateral for the Lagniappe

·3· ·transaction is purportedly documented in these

·4· ·engagement letters?

·5· · · · A.· · ·First sentence of every one of them.

·6· · · · Q.· · ·Which does not mention the Lagniappe

·7· ·transaction in any way, shape, or manner, correct?

·8· · · · A.· · ·It doesn't say "Lagniappe."

·9· · · · Q.· · ·And does not reference a transaction

10· ·that is -- does not reference a transaction that

11· ·is of the kind that we're talking about in -- when

12· ·referring to the word "Lagniappe," correct?

13· · · · A.· · ·Correct.

14· · · · Q.· · ·These three engagement letters that

15· ·we're referring to, January 2000, January 2001,

16· ·January 2002, in your testimony about engagement

17· ·letters that you believe show Mayer Brown had an

18· ·obligation to advise on the adequacy of the

19· ·collateral of Stable Value I's transactions, were

20· ·you referring to other engagement letters or only

21· ·these three?

22· · · · A.· · ·Any of them that are out there.

23· · · · · · · · · · · ·(Document tendered.)

24
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Page 1
·1· · · · · · · · · IN THE CIRCUIT COURT

·2· · · · · ·OF THE SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

·3· · · · · · IN AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

·4· DANIEL S. NEWMAN, as RECEIVER for· · )
· · FOUNDING PARTNERS STABLE VALUE· · · ·)
·5· FUND, LP; FOUNDING PARTNERS STABLE· ·)
· · VALUE FUND II, LP; FOUNDING· · · · · )
·6· PARTNERS GLOBAL FUND, LTD.; and· · · )
· · FOUNDING PARTNERS HYBRID-VALUE· · · ·) No. 10-49061
·7· FUND, LP,· · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
· · · · ·Plaintiffs,· · · · · · · · · · ·)
·8· ·vs.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·)
· · ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a Delaware· · · ·)
·9· Limited Liability Partnership; and· ·)
· · MAYER BROWN LLP, an Illinois· · · · ·)
10· Limited Liability Partnership,· · · ·)
· · · · ·Defendants.· · · · · · · · · · ·)
11

12· · · · · · · · ·* * * CONFIDENTIAL * * *

13

14· · · · · · The videotaped deposition of LAUREN NOLL,

15· ·taken in the above-entitled cause, on

16· ·December 17, 2019, at 353 North Clark Street,

17· ·Suite 4500, Chicago, Illinois, at the time of

18· ·8:28 a.m., pursuant to Notice.

19

20

21

22

23

24· ·Reported By:· Gina M. Luordo, CSR, RPR, CRR

25· ·License No.:· 084-004143
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·1· ·BY MR. O'CONNOR:

·2· · · ·Q.· ·And you know that now, according to

·3· ·Ms. Otterberg's letter, it was not produced in the

·4· ·correct format?

·5· · · ·MR. PETTIS:· Object to the form and foundation.

·6· · · ·THE WITNESS:· I'm not sure I agree with your

·7· ·phrasing.· I see the sentence we talked about in

·8· ·the letter.

·9· ·BY MR. O'CONNOR:

10· · · ·Q.· ·The signature page was substituted by

11· ·Jenner Block?

12· · · ·MR. PETTIS:· Object to the form.· Form.

13· ·Foundation.

14· · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yes.

15· ·BY MR. O'CONNOR:

16· · · ·Q.· ·Look at Topic 16, if you would, Ms. Noll.

17· ·You've reviewed Topic 16?

18· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

19· · · ·Q.· ·And what did you do to prepare to respond

20· ·to Topic 16 today?

21· · · ·A.· ·I reviewed the January 23, 2002 engagement

22· ·letter.

23· · · ·Q.· ·You reviewed the copy that is under Tab 3?

24· · · ·A.· ·I believe so.· I spoke to various people,

25· ·as set out in the notes, to investigate the topic.
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·1· ·I spoke with the individual who served as

·2· ·Mr. Klyman's administrative assistant during this

·3· ·time frame from early 2002.· I spoke to an

·4· ·individual who worked in the firm's word processing

·5· ·department at that time.

·6· · · · · · I also spoke with Debora De Hoyos, who was

·7· ·the firm's managing partner at the time.· I spoke

·8· ·with personnel in the firm's accounting department,

·9· ·personnel in the firm's conflicts department -- can

10· ·I just finish, please, and personnel in the firm's

11· ·records center.

12· · · ·Q.· ·I need clarification.· That's the only

13· ·reason I'm trying to stop you.

14· · · ·A.· ·Sure.

15· · · ·Q.· ·These people, where are you looking at in

16· ·your answer?

17· · · ·A.· ·I'm referring to my notes in response to

18· ·question or Topic 16.

19· · · ·Q.· ·I just found it.· Thank you.

20· · · ·A.· ·Okay.

21· · · ·Q.· ·So who is the person that you identified

22· ·that you spoke to in the accounting department?

23· · · ·A.· ·I don't recall exactly.· I spoke to, I

24· ·think, one or two different individuals to

25· ·investigate the question.
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·1· · · ·Q.· ·And did you look to see if a file was

·2· ·maintained in the accounting department that

·3· ·contained the engagement letter?

·4· · · ·A.· ·I spoke to the people I just listed, all

·5· ·of whom told me that there was no reasonable way to

·6· ·locate other copies of this letter other than in

·7· ·the client files for the matter number from which I

·8· ·understand multiple copies have been produced.

·9· · · ·Q.· ·Let me break that down.· So is it fair to

10· ·say that when you spoke to the accounting

11· ·department, you were unable to obtain a copy of the

12· ·January 23, 2002 engagement letter that is Tab 3,

13· ·Bates MB 12 through 18, fair?

14· · · ·MR. PETTIS:· Object to the form.· Foundation.

15· · · ·THE WITNESS:· No, that's not fair.· Based on

16· ·those conversations, they could not identify any

17· ·reasonable way to look for the document other than

18· ·the manner I just described in the client matter

19· ·files.

20· ·BY MR. O'CONNOR:

21· · · ·Q.· ·Let me see if I can try it maybe simpler.

22· · · · · · You asked accounting do you have a copy of

23· ·this engagement letter?

24· · · ·MR. PETTIS:· Object to the form.

25· · · ·THE WITNESS:· I asked whether there would be a
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·1· ·file, how records may have been maintained at that

·2· ·time, and that's when they came to the conclusion

·3· ·in discussions with me that there would be no

·4· ·reasonable way today, you know, in 2019 to look for

·5· ·a 2002 document, again, other than as found in the

·6· ·client matter files from where we did locate and

·7· ·produce copies of this document.

·8· ·BY MR. O'CONNOR:

·9· · · ·Q.· ·Now, let's just make sure you and I are on

10· ·the same page.· According to Tab 3, when I talk

11· ·about Tab 3, you understand the one I'm talking

12· ·about?· It's MB 12 through 18.

13· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

14· · · ·Q.· ·It says BCC managing partner, conflicts

15· ·department, record center and accounting

16· ·department, correct?

17· · · ·A.· ·I'm sorry.· Could you read that again?

18· · · ·Q.· ·Sure.· You can look at it, too, Page 18.

19· ·It says BCC, and then it says four different

20· ·departments.· Do you see that?

21· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

22· · · ·Q.· ·And what's your understanding of the

23· ·use -- what does BCC mean?

24· · · ·A.· ·Just looking at this word on the page, I

25· ·understand it to mean blind carbon copy.
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·1· · · ·Q.· ·And so when you talked to the accounting

·2· ·department, the result of your discussion was you

·3· ·did not get a copy of Tab 3, fair?

·4· · · ·MR. PETTIS:· Form.

·5· · · ·THE WITNESS:· Correct.

·6· ·BY MR. O'CONNOR:

·7· · · ·Q.· ·And then you say that you went to the

·8· ·managing partner?

·9· · · ·A.· ·I spoke to the individual who was the

10· ·managing partner at that time of this letter.

11· · · ·Q.· ·Who was that?

12· · · ·A.· ·That's Ms. De Hoyos.

13· · · ·Q.· ·Who?

14· · · ·A.· ·Debra De Hoyos.

15· · · ·Q.· ·Where is Ms. De Hoyos at now?

16· · · ·A.· ·At Mayer Brown.

17· · · ·Q.· ·She's no longer the managing partner?

18· · · ·A.· ·Correct.· She's no longer the managing

19· ·partner.

20· · · ·Q.· ·But she was the managing partner at the

21· ·time this document was generated?

22· · · ·A.· ·She was the managing partner in January

23· ·2002.

24· · · ·Q.· ·And based upon your discussions with her,

25· ·you did not receive a copy from any file that was
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·1· ·maintained by Ms. De Hoyos as the managing partner?

·2· · · ·A.· ·Correct.· She was not aware of any

·3· ·reasonable place to look.

·4· · · ·Q.· ·You didn't get a copy of the engagement

·5· ·letter from her, fair?

·6· · · ·A.· ·Correct.

·7· · · ·Q.· ·Then you went to the conflicts partner,

·8· ·correct?

·9· · · ·A.· ·Yes.· I spoke to individuals in our

10· ·conflicts department.

11· · · ·Q.· ·Who were the individuals?

12· · · ·A.· ·I believe it was Chuck Regan, R-e-g-a-n.

13· · · ·Q.· ·And what is Mr. Regan's position?· Is

14· ·Mr. Regan an attorney?

15· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

16· · · ·Q.· ·And what is his position in conflicts?

17· · · ·A.· ·I believe he is the lead conflicts

18· ·attorney.· Sitting here, I'm not exactly sure of

19· ·the precise words in the title, but something to

20· ·that effect.

21· · · ·Q.· ·And was he involved in the conflicts

22· ·department back in January of 2002?

23· · · ·A.· ·I don't think so.

24· · · ·Q.· ·But based upon your discussions with him

25· ·and the questions you posed to him, you did not get
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·1· ·a copy of the January 23, 2002 engagement from the

·2· ·conflicts department or the conflicts partner,

·3· ·fair?

·4· · · ·A.· ·Correct subject to what I said before.· We

·5· ·were not aware of any other reasonable place to

·6· ·look.

·7· · · ·Q.· ·Well, you looked and questioned, and

·8· ·nobody gave you a copy of the document, fair?

·9· · · ·MR. PETTIS:· Object to the form.

10· · · ·THE WITNESS:· That's not exactly what I said.

11· ·I made this inquiry in an attempt to respond to the

12· ·question, and none of these individuals could

13· ·identify for me any other place to look besides the

14· ·client matter files where one would expect to find

15· ·an engagement letter relating to this matter and in

16· ·fact, where we did find it.

17· ·BY MR. O'CONNOR:

18· · · ·Q.· ·All right.· Let me just make sure that you

19· ·and I are on the same page.

20· · · · · · When you went to the managing partner, you

21· ·did not get a copy from any managing partner file,

22· ·fair?

23· · · ·A.· ·Correct.

24· · · ·MR. PETTIS:· Object to form.

25
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·1· ·BY MR. O'CONNOR:

·2· · · ·Q.· ·When you went to the conflicts partner,

·3· ·you did not get a copy of the engagement from any

·4· ·type of conflict file or anything that was

·5· ·maintained by a conflicts partner, correct?

·6· · · ·A.· ·Correct.

·7· · · ·Q.· ·When you went to the records center, you

·8· ·did not obtain a copy of this document maintained

·9· ·by any file in the records center; is that true?

10· · · ·MR. PETTIS:· Object to form.

11· · · ·THE WITNESS:· I don't think that's exactly

12· ·true.· We did locate this letter in the client

13· ·matter files.

14· ·BY MR. O'CONNOR:

15· · · ·Q.· ·And which letters did you find?

16· · · ·A.· ·I believe multiple copies of this

17· ·engagement letter were found in the client matter

18· ·files for Founding Partners matters.

19· · · ·Q.· ·And they were unsigned letters?

20· · · ·MR. PETTIS:· Object to the form.· Foundation.

21· · · ·THE WITNESS:· I don't -- I have not prepared to

22· ·answered questions regarding any specific documents

23· ·in terms of the production.· I know we've looked at

24· ·the letters that provide explanation as to what was

25· ·found where, and I reviewed those letters, and
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·1· ·understanding as to whether there was a disclosure

·2· ·of that substitution anytime before December 12,

·3· ·2019?

·4· · · ·MR. PETTIS:· Object to form.· Scope.

·5· ·Foundation.

·6· · · ·THE WITNESS:· I have not prepared to answer

·7· ·that question.

·8· ·BY MR. O'CONNOR:

·9· · · ·Q.· ·You can't answer it as you sit here today

10· ·whether you're aware of any disclosure prior to

11· ·December 12, 2019 or discussion to disclose the

12· ·substitution before December 12, 2019?

13· · · ·MR. PETTIS:· Same objection.· Form.

14· ·Foundation.· Scope.

15· · · ·THE WITNESS:· Counsel, my understanding is I'm

16· ·not here in a personal capacity.· I'm here on

17· ·behalf of the firm to respond to the topics listed

18· ·in the notice.· I have spent a lot of time doing

19· ·that, and the question you've asked me is not

20· ·listed anywhere among the topics, and I have not

21· ·prepared to answer it.

22· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Your Honor, I think the question

23· ·just is a very simple straightforward question.  I

24· ·think the topics do talk about irregularity of this

25· ·specific document, and I'm just asking when this
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Page 1
·1· · · ·IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS
· · · · · · · · ·COUNTY DEPARTMENT - LAW DIVISION
·2

·3

·4· ·DANIEL S. NEWMAN, as· · · ·)
· · ·RECEIVER for FOUNDING· · · )
·5· ·STABLE-VALUE FUND, L.P.,· ·)
· · ·FOUNDING PARTNERS· · · · · )
·6· ·STABLE-VALUE FUND II,· · · )· ·No. 2017 L 009824
· · ·L.P., FOUNDING PARTNERS· · )
·7· ·GLOBAL FUND, LTD., and· · ·)
· · ·FOUNDING PARTNERS· · · · · )
·8· ·HYBRID-VALUE FUND, L.P.,· ·)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
·9· · · · · · ·Plaintiffs,· · · )
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
10· · · · -vs-· · · · · · · · · )
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
11· ·ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a· · · )
· · ·Delaware Limited· · · · · ·)
12· ·Liability Partnership,· · ·)
· · ·and MAYER BROWN LLP, and· ·)
13· ·Illinois Limited· · · · · ·)
· · ·Liability Partnership,· · ·)
14· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
· · · · · · · ·Defendants.· · · )
15

16

17· · · · · · ·REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS at the hearing of the

18· · above-entitled cause before the Honorable James N.

19· · O'Hara, Judge of said Court, taken before Christine

20· · Bechtold, Certified Shorthand Reporter within and for

21· · the County of Cook and State of Illinois, at Daley

22· · Center, Room 2206, Chicago, Illinois, commencing at

23· · the hour of 11:01 a.m., on the 14th day of November,

24· · A.D., 2018.
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·1· ·disrespectful to your cocounsel, so let's focus on it

·2· ·step by step.

·3· · · · · · We'll do it in an orderly matter and it's

·4· ·going to get to the bottom of it.· It's taking some

·5· ·time but it's going to happen.

·6· · · · · · So you're going to produce an affidavit

·7· ·saying that we've done the search, we've turned over

·8· ·the documents, we don't have these other documents but

·9· ·it's come to your attention through a court reported

10· ·proceeding that there were other documents that you

11· ·don't have but there were -- the client has that were

12· ·part of his file.· Right?

13· · · · · · MR. BRADFORD:· That's right.

14· · · · · · THE COURT:· You're going to produce that.

15· ·And then you can take a look at that and we'll see

16· ·where we're at.

17· · · · · · MR. BRADFORD:· We would like the same from

18· ·them, your Honor, that they be required -- because

19· ·we're going to start a deposition tomorrow, which is

20· ·what he's arranged with our opposing counsel.· We need

21· ·his documents for that deposition.· He actually has

22· ·our documents.· All I'm going to do is affirm that he

23· ·has what we could find.· But we came in before he came

24· ·in to try to get his documents so we could take this
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·1· ·Florida case if -- for the receiver's benefit.· He's

·2· ·not even in the court.· So that's not anything we've

·3· ·agreed to or even discussed this morning.

·4· · · · · · MR. DELANEY:· Your Honor, as we draft in the

·5· ·order as articulated upon the record, one, Mayer Brown

·6· ·will turn over everything in compliance with the

·7· ·statute within seven days.

·8· · · · · · MR. BRADFORD:· No question.

·9· · · · · · MR. DELANEY:· Two, the parties agree if

10· ·documents are produced that haven't been turned over

11· ·or produced, the parties agreed on the record earlier

12· ·that they would sit for additional depositions as

13· ·needed.

14· · · · · · Number three, everything is entered and

15· ·continued until the 26th.· That was the articulated

16· ·stated agreement on the record.· It's drafted in our

17· ·order.

18· · · · · · What counsel ignores is the fact that we

19· ·agreed to a mutuality of confirmation.· So we object

20· ·to the order counsel drafted.· It ignores the

21· ·seven-day compliance and it ignores the fact that if

22· ·documents are identified and subsequently turned over,

23· ·the parties agreed upon the record --

24· · · · · · THE COURT:· Well, it says they're going to do
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·1· ·it in seven days.

·2· · · · · · MR. BRADFORD:· In seven days, yes.

·3· · · · · · THE COURT:· That's number one.

·4· · · · · · MR. BRADFORD:· Right.· Number two, there's

·5· ·mutuality that if Mr. Gunlicks wants to reopen his

·6· ·deposition because some document later appears that

·7· ·should have been given to him, he has that right, as

·8· ·we do.

·9· · · · · · We've been here talking about Mr. Gunlicks'

10· ·deposition.· When he says "the parties," it's very

11· ·confusing because of the caption of the case which has

12· ·the Florida case on it.· I want to be clear, we're not

13· ·ordering parties who are not before the Court today to

14· ·do anything.· We're giving rights with respect to

15· ·parties who are not before the Court.· The Florida

16· ·Court, which has had this case since 2009, is handling

17· ·the discovery in that case.· Mayer Brown has provided

18· ·depositions to the receiver in that case --

19· · · · · · THE COURT:· Let me ask you this question.

20· · · · · · MR. BRADFORD:· -- and the receiver is

21· ·satisfied with production obviously.

22· · · · · · THE COURT:· Let me ask you this question.

23· ·What in the course of these depositions as you found

24· ·out that there are documents that Mr. Gunlicks had
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·1· ·that Mayer Brown didn't have and they're Mayer Brown

·2· ·documents, they were authored by Mayer Brown

·3· ·personnel, what about the depositions of those people

·4· ·from Mayer Brown then?

·5· · · · · · MR. BRADFORD:· That would be between the

·6· ·receiver and Mayer Brown.· The receiver knows what has

·7· ·been produced to the receiver.· The receiver hasn't

·8· ·asked the Florida Court for anything further from

·9· ·Mayer Brown.· And if the receiver wants to reopen a

10· ·deposition in the Florida litigation over which this

11· ·Court has no jurisdiction, it's a Florida deposition,

12· ·then of course they're free to do that and we would

13· ·expect that that would be worked out with the

14· ·receiver.

15· · · · · · But he's not a party to our underlying

16· ·litigation.· The only reason he's before your Honor is

17· ·we sought to take his deposition as a third-party

18· ·witness.· He already sued Mayer Brown and lost.· This

19· ·whole issue came up in his lawsuit that went up to the

20· ·Illinois Appellate Court and he lost already on his

21· ·case.· So all that discovery was dealt with in his

22· ·case, this whole statutory file thing was dealt with

23· ·in his case.· He's now trying to interject himself

24· ·into litigation in Florida in which Ernst & Young is a
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Page 1
·1· ·STATE OF ILLINOIS· )
· · · · · · · · · · · · )· SS:
·2· ·COUNTY OF C O O K· )

·3· · · IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS
· · · · · · · · COUNTY DEPARTMENT - LAW DIVISION
·4
· · ·DANIEL S. NEWMAN, as RECEIVER for )
·5· ·FOUNDING PARTNERS STABLE-VALUE· · )
· · ·FUND, L.P.; FOUNDING PARTNERS· · ·)
·6· ·STABLE-VALUE FUND II, L.P.;· · · ·)
· · ·FOUNDING PARTNERS GLOBAL FUND,· · )
·7· ·LTD.; and FOUNDING PARTNERS· · · ·)
· · ·HYBRID-VALUE FUND, L.P.,· · · · · )
·8· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·)
· · · · · · · Plaintiffs,· · · · · · · )
·9· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·)
· · · · · · · -vs-· · · · · · · · · · ·) No. 17 L 009824
10· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·)
· · ·ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a Delaware· · )
11· ·Limited Liability Partnership; and)
· · ·MAYER BROWN, LLP, an Illinois· · ·)
12· ·Limited Liability Partnership,· · )
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·)
13· · · · · · Defendants.· · · · · · · )

14

15· · · · · · REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS at the hearing

16· ·of the above-entitled cause before the Honorable

17· ·James N. O'Hara, Judge of said Court, taken before

18· ·Liza M. Perez, CSR within and for the County of Cook

19· ·and State of Illinois, at the Daley Center,

20· ·Room 2206, Chicago, Illinois, at 10:00 a.m. on the

21· ·26th day of November, 2018, A.D.

22

23

24
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·1· ·going on in this nine-year pending case, all of which

·2· ·documents now have been produced to Mr. Delaney.

·3· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.· Well, how about who's

·4· ·going to just give a simple affidavit that all the

·5· ·documents have been produced?

·6· · · · · · MR. SCHAR:· We believe --

·7· · · · · · MR. BRADFORD:· That's what this affidavit is.

·8· · · · · · MR. SCHAR:· -- that's what this affidavit is.

·9· · · · · · THE COURT:· So this six pages it takes that

10· ·long to say that?

11· · · · · · MR. DELANEY:· Your Honor, in fact, it doesn't

12· ·say that.· What it says is --

13· · · · · · THE COURT:· Well, you have a motion to

14· ·strike.

15· · · · · · MR. DELANEY:· Yeah.

16· · · · · · MR. BRADFORD:· And we'd like to respond.

17· · · · · · THE COURT:· Well, respond to it.· We'll take

18· ·care of it.· We'll address it.

19· · · · · · MR. DELANEY:· So if we could set the time

20· ·schedule contemporaneous so that we brief -- what we

21· ·requested in the break the Court suggested we take was

22· ·we give them ten days to respond, we'll take five.

23· ·And the Court has now set a 21-day date; we can enter

24· ·and continue everything for that 21-day date.
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·1· · · · · · In the document they've produced, they have

·2· ·27 general objections and 200 singular objections.· So

·3· ·we're back to this issue of --

·4· · · · · · THE COURT:· No.· We're back to -- then that's

·5· ·just going to be -- it's going to be simple.· It's

·6· ·going to be a certificate of completeness.

·7· · · · · · MR. DELANEY:· Okay.· And then, your Honor,

·8· ·drafted jointly by the parties so we don't have this

·9· ·back and forth to waste the Court's time?

10· · · · · · THE COURT:· Oh, that yours and his are the

11· ·same?

12· · · · · · MR. SCHAR:· Your Honor --

13· · · · · · THE COURT:· It's a pretty simple certificate

14· ·of completeness.

15· · · · · · MR. SCHAR:· I understand, your Honor.· Just

16· ·to make two points.

17· · · · · · One is that he's asking for documents

18· ·pursuant to a statute, not pursuant to discovery, and

19· ·there's no certificate of completeness required.

20· ·Mayer Brown represented this client for a period of

21· ·over ten years.

22· · · · · · THE COURT:· I know.· And 150 attorneys worked

23· ·on the clock.· What they didn't work out -- did not

24· ·work at it and charge for things and not look at the
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·1· ·documents.· They have to be somewhere.· And you're

·2· ·going to do a certificate of completeness.· It's going

·3· ·to be a simple -- it's going to be one or two pages at

·4· ·most.

·5· · · · · · MR. BRADFORD:· We'll draft something up, your

·6· ·Honor.

·7· · · · · · MR. DELANEY:· And your Honor, could we have

·8· ·that expedited briefing schedule?· Ten days to reply,

·9· ·five days to respond?

10· · · · · · THE COURT:· No.· I'm going to give them the

11· ·time, and then after that we'll do expedited.· We'll

12· ·get it done once we get past this.

13· · · · · · What else?

14· · · · · · MR. DELANEY:· So what briefing schedule would

15· ·your Honor like on that?

16· · · · · · MR. BRADFORD:· We would like till December 17

17· ·to respond to all pending motions and the

18· ·counterclaimants.

19· · · · · · THE COURT:· Over your objection, this time

20· ·I'm going to give it to them.

21· · · · · · MR. DELANEY:· Understood.

22· · · · · · THE COURT:· And then work out what responses

23· ·you need to get in.

24· · · · · · MR. DELANEY:· And then for -- and let me
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·1· ·IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 17th JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
· · · · · · · IN AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA
·2· · · · · · · · · ·CASE NO.:· 10-49061

·3

·4

·5· ·DANIEL S. NEWMAN as RECEIVER for
· · ·FOUNDING PARTNERS STABLE VALUE FUND, LP,
·6· ·FOUNDING PARTNERS STABLE VALUE FUND, II, LP,
· · ·FOUNDING PARTNERS GLOBAL FUND, LTD and
·7· ·FOUNDING PARTNERS HYBRID-VALUE FUND, LP,

·8· · · · · · ·Plaintiffs,

·9· ·vs.

10· ·ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a Delaware Limited
· · ·Liability Partnership, and MAYER BROWN, LLP,
11· ·an Illinois Limited Liability Partnership,

12
· · · · · · · ·Defendants.
13

14

15· · · · · · · · · · · · · · Fort Lauderdale, Florida
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Tuesday - February 11, 2020
16· · · · · · · · · · · · · · 10:05 A.M. - 11:55 A.M.

17

18

19

20· · · · · The above-styled case came on for hearing
· · ·before The Honorable Jack Tuter, presiding
21· ·Judge, at the Broward County Courthouse, Fort
· · ·Lauderdale, Florida on the 11th day of February,
22· ·2020.

23

24

25

Judge Jack Tuter
February 11, 2020
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·1· · · · · · · · · MR. GROSSMAN:· I would hope -- I

·2· ·would hope we have it, we all have it.

·3· · · · · · · · · THE COURT:· So, you just want at the

·4· ·end of the day a level playing field that

·5· ·everything's been produced, that's what can be asked

·6· ·about at the deposition and nothing else and, if any

·7· ·other production, so to speak, comes up later,

·8· ·someone's going to have to do some explaining as to

·9· ·how that occurred.

10· · · · · · · · · MR. GROSSMAN:· I think that's what we

11· ·need.

12· · · · · · · · · THE COURT:· Anything else?

13· · · · · · · · · MR. GROSSMAN:· No, sir.

14· · · · · · · · · THE COURT:· Thank you.

15· · · · · · · · · Gene, what do you guys say?

16· · · · · · · · · MR. PETTIS:· Yes, judge.

17· · · · · · · · · A lot of issues have come up and I

18· ·appreciate you allowing us to --

19· · · · · · · · · THE COURT:· And I don't usually hear

20· ·for an hour and-a-half.

21· · · · · · · · · MR. PETTIS:· I understand, Judge, but

22· ·some points have been made here that are just not

23· ·accurate.

24· · · · · · · · · First of all, this is our motion to

25· ·take the deposition.· It's not a motion to compel

Judge Jack Tuter
February 11, 2020
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·1· · · · · · · · · THE COURT:· Ma'am, I'm not asking you

·2· ·to do any further search.· That's not what's before

·3· ·me.

·4· · · · · · · · · I'm trying to get some kind of

·5· ·satisfaction that I can put in an order that Mayer

·6· ·Brown is going to represent that the Gunlicks file

·7· ·has been completely produced to the best of their

·8· ·information and there are no other client files

·9· ·accessible to you that would be subject to

10· ·production for this gentleman so he can sit for his

11· ·deposition.

12· · · · · · · · · MS. OTTERBERG:· I think, Judge, I

13· ·think the answer to that is, yes, based on

14· ·reasonably accessible, what we know about --

15· · · · · · · · · THE COURT:· Don't give me modifiers.

16· ·Don't give me modifiers.

17· · · · · · · · · MS. OTTERBERG:· 'm trying to --

18· · · · · · · · · THE COURT:· Just say yes.· Straight

19· ·answer, yes, Judge, we can live with that.

20· · · · · · · · · MS. OTTERBERG:· The answer is yes, we

21· ·can live with that.

22· · · · · · · · · THE COURT:· All right.· Very good.

23· · · · · · · · · Thank you.

24· · · · · · · · · MR. PETTIS:· Judge, there was one

25· ·other issue, if you have five minutes.· The only
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353 NORTH CLARK STREET CHICAGO ILLINOIS  60654-3456

CHICAGO   LONDON   LOS ANGELES   NEW YORK   WASHINGTON, DC WWW.JENNER.COM

May 27, 2020 

BY EMAIL & SECURE FILE TRANSFER 

Mark S. O’Connor 
BEUS GILBERT PLLC
701 North 44th Street 
Phoenix, Arizona 85008 

Adrienne Van Winkle 
WILLIAMS & CONNOLLY LLP
725 Twelfth Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC  20005 

William Delaney 
DELANEY LAW
444 N. Wabash Ave. 
Third Floor 
Chicago, IL 60611 

Re: Newman v. Mayer Brown LLP
(Broward County Circuit Court, 17th Judicial Circuit, Case No. 10-49061) 

Dear Counsel: 

With this letter, we are sending you a .ZIP file containing documents being produced by Mayer 
Brown, bearing production numbers MB 00720462 to MB 00722159.  In addition, certain other 
documents, as identified below, were included in prior productions but are being re-produced at 
their original Bates numbers, with fewer or no redactions compared to their previously-produced 
versions.  We are also enclosing an updated privilege log as Exhibit A to this letter.  The updated 
privilege log is discussed further below. 

The documents being produced by Mayer Brown in this supplemental production are those 
identified after Mayer Brown undertook the extraordinary effort of re-assessing, now, the 
population of documents that were reviewed for this matter in 2017 and determined to be not 
responsive to the discovery requests then pending from the Receiver.  Mayer Brown was not 
required to undertake this re-review effort, and it did so only because the Receiver and Mr. 
Delaney have continued to challenge the reasonableness of Mayer Brown’s document production, 
notwithstanding Judge Tuter’s orders accepting Mayer Brown’s representations with respect to 
its document production efforts and his direction that the Gunlicks deposition should proceed.  We 
want to put to rest these unfounded and continued excuses for not proceeding with the Gunlicks 
deposition. 

Our re-review and today’s production reflect that Mayer Brown’s document production efforts 
were, in 2017 and at all times since then, reasonable, appropriate, and transparent.  Mayer Brown 

April A. Otterberg 
Tel  +1 312 840 8646 
Fax +1 312 840 8746 
AOtterberg@jenner.com 
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is producing 325 documents today, which represents less than one-third of one percent of the 
total number of documents that Mayer Brown reviewed in 2017 for potential production in this 
case.  We do not believe that any of these documents have any substantive significance to the 
case.  Moreover, a sizeable volume of the 325 documents were identified for production now, and 
not earlier, only because our extensive review at this time identified certain technical or related 
issues that caused these documents not to have been produced earlier.  Other documents being 
produced today were not produced in 2017 because the face of such documents did not indicate 
any apparent connection to Founding Partners matters.  These issues, discussed more fully 
below, are not unlike the “miscommunication and resulting coding errors” that led the Receiver to 
produce 153 additional documents to Mayer Brown only in February 2020, rather than earlier.  
(See Feb. 26, 2020 Ltr. from L. Dobson.)  As also explained below, a number of the documents 
that are now being produced in this supplemental production are merely different versions or 
slightly different copies of documents that were previously produced by Mayer Brown or the 
Receiver himself.  

That Mayer Brown has identified these issues and has produced these documents now further 
demonstrates that Mayer Brown has made—both in 2017 and at all times since—“good faith, 
diligent, and reasonable efforts” to respond to the Receiver’s discovery requests.  2016 Fla. 
Handbook on Civil Discovery Practice 83; see, e.g., E.I. DuPont De Nemours & Co. v. Sidran,
140 So. 3d 620, 627, 641 (Fla. 3d DCA 2014) (defendant’s “diligent efforts” to “satisfy counsel’s 
discovery requests” were sufficient even though the defendant could not “represent that no other 
documents existed or might exist”).   

As you know, we were transparent in 2017 about the process Mayer Brown followed to respond 
to the Receiver’s document requests, and we were again transparent when the Receiver and Mr. 
Gunlicks first took issue with that process more than eighteen months after that effort was 
completed. We also were transparent as we made additional document collections and 
productions in the fall of 2019, in response to the Receiver’s first-time-ever requests for production 
directed to the MasterFactor representation and additional new requests for production set forth 
in four separate sets of requests for production.  Accordingly, below, we provide detail about this 
supplemental production. 

I. Materials Included in the Production. 

The materials in this production come from one of three sources:  (a) the email and email families 
identified through applying the agreed-upon search terms, listed in my January 30, 2017 letter to 
Scot Stirling, to the email that was collected as described in our letter dated December 8, 2016 
(the “2017 Email Review Population”); (b) documents saved to Mayer Brown’s iManage system 
as described in our December 8, 2016 letter (the “Founding Partners iManage Population”); and 
(c) documents stored in hard copy at Mayer Brown under a Founding Partners matter number or 
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by an individual Mayer Brown attorney or employee who billed time to a Founding Partners matter 
number (the “Founding Partners Hard Copy Population”). 

These three categories of materials comprise 98,556 documents (“the 2017 Review Population”), 
omitting 124 documents that were inadvertently excluded from our 2017 review due to an error 
by Mayer Brown’s e-discovery vendor, as discussed in Section I.A below.1  Of the documents in 
the 2017 Review Population, a total of 62,688 (over 63%) were produced in 2017, 2018, or 2019, 
accounted for on Mayer Brown’s December 20, 2019 privilege log, or described in prior 
correspondence in which Mayer Brown provided information about the document in connection 
with a clawback request or a production.  Our recent review efforts concerned the remaining 
35,868 documents from the 2017 Review Population that, before today’s production, remained 
unproduced as not responsive or were not discussed in correspondence or listed on the privilege 
log.2

A. Emails and Email Families Inadvertently Not Reviewed in 2017. 

Sixty-one of the documents being produced today are email and the attachments to those emails 
(together called “email families”), where at least one member of the email family hit on one of the 
following search strings and no other search string set forth in my January 30, 2017 letter:   

 Sun Capital Credit Agreement

 Sun Capital /2 Transaction

 (“Sun Capital” OR “Sun Bankruptcy”) AND (TRO or “restraining order”).  

There are a total of 124 documents in the 2017 Email Review Population where at least one 
member of an email family hit on one or more of these three search strings, and no other search 
string.  Mayer Brown’s e-discovery vendor inadvertently did not include these 124 documents in 
the 2017 Review Population. We did not know that these documents had not been reviewed in 

1 As we have noted in prior correspondence, Mayer Brown’s 2017 Review Population included certain hard-
copy documents that were not unitized correctly at the time of the 2017 review process—i.e., pages in a 
single document were incorrectly split into multiple documents in our review database, or multiple 
documents were incorrectly grouped together as a single document in the database.  Because many 
instances of improper unitization have since been corrected, the specific current document counts for the 
“2017 Review Population” vary slightly from what they would have been in 2017.  Nevertheless, the 
unproduced population assessed for this re-review is substantively identical to what it was in 2017.  
2 This population has sometimes been referred to as the “37,000 documents,” but that figure is incorrect.  
That “37,000” figure appears to be one that counsel for the Receiver and for Mr. Gunlicks identified based 
on approximate review and production numbers that I provided to the court at a February 2019 hearing in 
Broward County.  (See Feb. 20, 2019 Broward Cnty. Hr’g Tr. 85:9-18.) 
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2017 until undertaking this recent re-review process.  As a result of this issue, these documents 
were not reviewed in 2017 and therefore were not considered for production in 2017.   

Sixty-one of these emails and email families are responsive to the Receiver’s discovery requests 
and are being produced today.  These 61 documents constitute nearly 20 percent of the 
documents being produced today.  Forty-eight of these documents are versions of the same or 
similar email chains in which various persons discuss the language for a proposed revised TRO 
in the Annandale litigation in the spring of 2009.  The other 13 documents from this population 
that are being produced today are partially duplicative of each other and either are not substantive 
or concern Founding Partners work not at issue in this litigation.   

Mayer Brown is not producing 63 documents from this population of 124 documents not reviewed 
in 2017.  Nineteen of these documents “hit” on one or more of the three search strings noted 
above but were determined to be false positives that did not concern the Founding Partners 
representation.  The remaining 44 documents were pulled into the review population only because 
they are merely family members of those 19 documents; these family members did not hit on any 
search terms or search strings set forth in my January 30, 2017 letter. 

B. iManage Documents. 

Forty-one documents being produced today come from the Founding Partners iManage 
Population.3  Most of these documents do not expressly refer to Founding Partners or any person 
or party relevant to this matter, and their potential relevance can be ascertained only by assessing 
other documents or information in the case.  For example, there are snippets of legal briefs or 
draft agreements that nowhere reference Founding Partners (and that relate to briefs or 
agreements that were produced long ago).  Other documents in this set of materials are generally 
administrative in nature, such as file listings or cover sheets, and others are duplicative in 
substance with other materials previously produced in a different form.   

C. Hard-Copy Documents. 

The production includes 28 documents that come from the Founding Partners Hard Copy 
Population.  We learned that, in several instances, documents had not been unitized appropriately 
prior to scanning, which meant that pages were incorrectly separated from other pages, including 
pages that could have revealed a connection to Founding Partners.  We undertook significant 
effort to identify, assess, and resolve these technical unitization issues for purposes of today’s 

3 An additional document being produced today comes from iManage but was among the documents 
collected and reviewed in 2019 (in response to new requests for production and new developments in the 
case), as described in other correspondence.  This document, which was withheld in full previously and 
logged on Mayer Brown’s privilege log since November 2019, is now being produced with redactions as 
noted in Section I.D, below. 
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production.  Among the documents with unitization issues are several Founding Partners invoices 
that we believe were sent by mail to the Receiver’s counsel on or about September 29, 2009, 
enclosed with a letter that was produced in 2017 at MB 00160031.  Mayer Brown previously 
produced several of the invoices that appear to have been enclosed with this letter at 
MB 00669441, MB 00669459, MB 00669511, and MB 00669546.  As a result of identifying this 
unitization issue, and for the sake of completeness, Mayer Brown is now producing the remaining 
invoices that appear to have accompanied this letter at MB 00721387, MB 00721391, MB 
00721395, and MB 00721405.  These documents were not included with Mayer Brown’s earlier 
productions because they are dated after the date cutoff of April 20, 2009 identified in Mayer 
Brown’s March 13, 2017 Responses to the Receiver’s First Requests for Production of 
Documents (“March 2017 RFP Responses”).  Mayer Brown also is re-producing MB 00669546.  
This document was previously produced with a privilege redaction and included on Mayer Brown’s 
privilege log.  (It was also produced separately to the Receiver, without redactions, under the 
March 4, 2019 Agreed Order Governing the Use of Privileged Information (the “Non-Waiver 
Order”).)  The entry on the privilege log corresponding to this document (#423) has been removed 
from the enclosed updated privilege log, and the document is being re-produced in full under its 
original MB Bates number, MB 00669546.  Mayer Brown is no longer asserting a privilege as to 
this document. 

Today’s production includes two documents from the Founding Partners Hard Copy Population 
that reflect the results of two conflict checks (MB 00721337 and MB 00721377).  None of the 
Receiver’s 2017 document requests specifically asked Mayer Brown to produce the results of 
conflict checks, and neither set of conflict check results being produced today references 
Founding Partners in any way.  Mayer Brown is nonetheless producing these conflict check 
results because other case information, not apparent on either document’s face, suggests the 
conflict checks were run in connection with Mayer Brown’s Founding Partners work.  These two 
documents contain redactions to protect the confidential information associated with other Mayer 
Brown clients or matters. 

Also being produced from the Founding Partners Hard Copy Population is a new matter 
memorandum MB 00721410 for matter number 04371606, together with a few additional pages.  
This document is a very close duplicate to other versions of this new matter memorandum that 
Mayer Brown previously produced.  Specifically, the new matter memorandum for this matter 
number was previously produced, without the second page of the memorandum, at 
MB 00697276.  The second page was previously produced, without the signatures that appear 
on the version being produced today, at MB 00697232.  Finally, the additional pages that 
accompany the new matter memorandum being produced today are included as part of the 
previously-produced MB 00697276.  Those additional pages—in both the previously-produced 
MB 00697276 and today’s MB 00721410—include one page of privileged email communications 
that have been redacted.  Consistent with how the previously produced version was treated (see 
privilege log entry #404), the additional copy being produced today (MB 00721410) has been 
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added to Mayer Brown’s privilege log, as new entry #699, and is being separately produced 
without redactions to the Receiver (and not to Ernst & Young or Mr. Gunlicks) under the Non-
Waiver Order.4

Three documents being produced from the Founding Partners Hard Copy Population appear to 
be printouts of emails or portions of email families that were provided to Mayer Brown by Founding 
Partners in about March 2009, as part of the document production effort in the then-pending SEC 
matter (MB 00721443, MB 00721445, and MB 00721447).  These materials have cover sheets 
that reference their collection from Founding Partners.  The underlying emails and attachments 
originally came from Founding Partners’ files and thus have already been produced by the 
Receiver.   Specifically, the original, Founding Partners version of MB 00721447 was produced 
by the Receiver previously at FP_EDD_00923839.  MB 00721445 is the attachment to the email 
previously produced by Mayer Brown at MB 00693208; the original Founding Partners versions 
of this email and its attachment were previously produced by the Receiver, twice, at 
FP_EDD_00169205 through -206 and FP_EDD_01090422 through -423.  Similarly, 
MB 00721443 is the attachment to the email previously produced by Mayer Brown at 
MB 00193823.  The original Founding Partners version of this email and attachment were 
previously produced by the Receiver at FP_EDD_00118313 through -316. 

Other types of documents from the Founding Partners Hard Copy Population now being produced 
include documents that do not reference Founding Partners on their face but are believed to relate 
to Founding Partners based on other information, or documents that are not substantive, such as 
fax transmission forms, word processing forms, and file cover pages.  Other hard-copy materials 
included in today’s production are at least partially duplicative of materials found in various places 
in Mayer Brown’s prior productions, such as MB 00721417, a January 3, 2002 fax involving UCC 
searches that was previously produced in May 2017, with additional folder cover pages, at 
MB 00059034.   

Mayer Brown also is producing three hard-copy documents that were not part of the 2017 
Founding Partners Hard Copy Population but instead come from a small set of hard-copy 
documents that was addressed in 2018, as described in Jason Bradford’s August 28, 2018 letter.  
During our recent efforts to assess the 2017 Review Population, we learned for the first time that, 
in 2018, Mayer Brown’s e-discovery vendor incorrectly loaded two of these hard-copy documents 
into our review database, with the result that the two documents were not made visible to Mayer 
Brown’s counsel for review and therefore not previously considered for production.  These two 
documents are now being produced at MB 00720462 and MB 00720463.  One of these 
documents is a fax transmission confirmation sheet.  The associated fax cover sheet was 
produced at MB 00691162 in August 2018.  The other document, which is a September 12, 2007 

4 Mr. Gunlicks and his counsel have not yet responded to our request that they consent to this order, per 
our email dated March 4, 2020, so we are unable to produce these materials to Mr. Gunlicks. 
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letter from the SEC, also is not new to this case, as Mr. Gunlicks attached this letter to his Third 
Amended Complaint filed in 2012 Cook County, Illinois, against Mayer Brown.  Obviously, both 
Mr. Gunlicks and the Receiver have had that complaint and its exhibits, including the September 
12, 2007 letter, for a number of years.  Moreover, that complaint and its exhibits appear in the 
document production in this case in numerous places.  (E.g., IND-MILL-01376, IND-MILL-01546, 
MTVRN_016090, MTVRN_016259, MTVRN_018812, MTVRN_018985, MTVRN_019158, and 
RCV-SEC-PLD-08177.)  After we identified the technical error in loading this fax transmission 
confirmation page and the September 12, 2007 letter, we also decided also to assess any 
remaining unproduced documents that had been loaded in connection with the August 28, 2018 
production.  Through that effort, we identified one document that was inadvertently coded as 
nonresponsive, which is now being produced at MB 00720464. 

D. Other Email and Email Families. 

The remaining 191 documents in today’s production are emails and their attachments from the 
2017 Email Review Population.  The 191 documents are internally very duplicative, as that figure 
includes multiple different versions of the same email chains.   

A number of these emails are at least partially duplicative of documents previously produced by 
Mayer Brown or the Receiver.  One example of that situation is MB 00721805 through -884, which 
is a December 5, 2002 email chain with attached materials related to Lincoln Hospital.  The 79-
page attachment was previously produced by Mayer Brown, with some minor differences such as 
an exhibit slip sheet, at MB 00173084 through -162.  Other emails being produced today simply 
concern scheduling or logistical matters associated with Founding Partners work; another 
example is emails that merely note the receipt of a phone call without any other substance.   

Some emails now being produced relate to Mayer Brown’s representation of MasterFactor, Inc.  
Except for one document, the duplicative attachment to MB 00721885 discussed below, none of 
these documents mention Founding Partners or Mr. Gunlicks, and none are of any consequence 
to this case.  These documents were not included in our 2019 MasterFactor search and production 
efforts (following the court order permitting MasterFactor discovery) because they do not contain 
the agreed-upon terms “MasterFactor” or “Master Factor,” or, as to two email families discussed 
next, because of technical issues that prevented their inclusion in the 2019 MasterFactor 
production review.  Specifically, the attachment to MB 00721774 is a Microsoft Word document 
with an embedded image of text.  It has no actual text.  Accordingly, while the image included the 
word “MasterFactor,” this document does not have any extracted text that allowed this document 
to be searched, and therefore it was not included in our 2019 review.  This attachment and its 
cover email, without the forwarded request to print, were produced previously at MB 00697586 
and MB 00697587.  Similarly, the attachment to MB 00721885 mentions MasterFactor on its face, 
but the optical character recognition for this attachment did not correctly recognize the characters 
in the image of the document.  As a result, this document also was not included in our 2019 review 
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process.  This attachment was previously produced at MB 00697455, and a more complete 
version of this email chain was previously produced at MB 00505077.  Most of the other 
MasterFactor-related materials being produced today that do not contain the word “MasterFactor” 
also are at least partially, if not fully, duplicative of other documents that Mayer Brown produced 
in 2019.   

Also among the email files being produced is MB 00721758, which is a June 25, 2003 email from 
someone named Frank Scroggins, directed to Marc Klyman.  This email concerns a proposed 
representation of an entity called Healthcare Financial Resources, Inc.  That entity never became 
a client of Mayer Brown.  Particularly in light of Mayer Brown’s objections to the Receiver’s 
document requests (which have not been overruled), this document is not responsive to those 
requests and thus not subject to production in this litigation.  Mayer Brown is producing this 
document, without waiving any of those objections or its broader objection to producing non-
responsive documents, because this specific document relates to a topic that was raised at Mr. 
Klyman’s deposition on April 16, 2019.  During that deposition, Mr. Klyman discussed his 
recollection regarding a consultation that he had with Mayer Brown firm counsel Jim Gladden in 
relation to a potential representation that Mayer Brown did not accept.  Along with the June 25, 
2003 email, Mayer Brown is also producing, or producing with less information withheld, certain 
documents that previously appeared on Mayer Brown’s privilege log.  One is a memorandum that 
concerns the consultation with Mr. Gladden; this memorandum appears on Mayer Brown’s 
privilege log as entry #676.  That document, which was added to the privilege log in November 
2019 once it was identified in connection with our 2019 review efforts, is being produced today in 
redacted form, whereas it was previously withheld entirely.  Mayer Brown also is now removing 
from its privilege log and producing, in full, the documents that had been listed at log entry 
numbers 4, 5, 6, 12, 13, 14, 30, 31, 43, 391, 392, 393, 453, 487, and 488.5  It had appeared that 
these communications concerned advice provided by Mr. Gladden, and they were originally 
placed on the privilege log for that reason.  Further investigation suggests that the initial 
consultation with Mr. Gladden occurred after the date of most of these materials.  As a result, 
these materials are now being produced.  These changes to Mayer Brown’s privilege log are 
among those listed in the chart found in Section I.E, below.   

E. Redacted Documents & Privilege Log Updates. 

Sixty-six documents of the 325 documents being produced today, some of which are described 
elsewhere in this letter, contain redactions.   

5 Ten of these documents were previously produced in redacted form and now are being produced in full 
under the same Bates numbers as the previously produced versions.   
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1.  Privileged Documents.

Four of these 66 documents contain redactions for Mayer Brown’s assertion of its own attorney-
client privilege: 

 One is a redacted version of log entry #676, which is addressed in Section I.D above and 
which was previously included on Mayer Brown’s privilege log as a document withheld in 
its entirety.   

 Another document, which is new log entry #698, is an email family that contains privileged 
communications in the email chain; it is being produced because its attachment includes 
a non-privileged responsive document that is being produced without redaction.   

 New log entry #699 is addressed above in Section I.C; this document contains a privileged 
email exchange that is identical to that included with log entry #404.   

 Finally, new log entry #700 contains portions of a privileged email exchange that is 
identical to log entry numbers #456 and #457.   

Mayer Brown is separately producing less-redacted versions of log entry #699 and #700 to the 
Receiver only (and not to Ernst & Young or Mr. Gunlicks) under the Non-Waiver Order.  

The enclosed privilege log contains the three new entries identified in this Section I.E, as well as 
the removal or modification of certain log entries as noted above in Sections I.C and I.D.  We also 
have added a new column on the far right of the log, to identify the total number of pages withheld 
for each of the documents on the privilege log that have been withheld in full.  Of course, for 
documents that have not been withheld in full, Mayer Brown has produced redacted versions that 
show the precise page count of these documents.  Otherwise, the privilege log remains the same 
as the December 20, 2019 version.6  This chart summarizes the updates to the privilege log (other 
than the new column addressing page counts): 

6 Our letter accompanying Mayer Brown’s February 18, 2019 production and privilege log discussed certain 
documents in Mayer Brown’s files that related to Carlton Fields’s representation of Mr. Gunlicks after April 
20, 2009.  Based on productions of such materials made to Mr. Gunlicks (including as described in our 
November 21, 2018 letter) and the adjustments made to the privilege log as set forth in our February 18, 
2019 letter, Mayer Brown’s February 2019 log (and all versions of the log thereafter) have not included 
items that do not involve an assertion of Mayer Brown’s own privilege and relate solely to Carlton Fields’s 
representation of Mr. Gunlicks after April 20, 2009.  Log entries 72, 129, 138, 226, 321, 505, 513, and 523 
were removed from Mayer Brown’s privilege log and produced to Mr. Gunlicks in February 2019.  Mayer 
Brown will produce these items to the Receiver upon receiving permission from Mr. Gunlicks.  Mayer Brown 
also produced a copy of Mr. Gunlicks’ 1981 will to Mr. Gunlicks in January 2019.  This will has nothing to 
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Nature of the Change Affected Log 
Entries 

Bates (new number or replacement of 
prior version) 

Removal of entry because 
document is being 
produced in full 

4, 5, 6, 12, 
13, 14, 30, 
31, 43, 391, 
392, 393, 
423, 453, 
487, and 488 

MB 00697103, MB 00697104, MB 00720532, 
MB 00697105, MB 00697106, MB 00720535, 
MB 00696850, MB 00720545, MB 00697109, 
MB 00667175, MB 00667176, MB 00721312, 
MB 00669546, MB 00697131, MB 00673238, 
MB 00721804 

Revision of entry because a 
previously withheld 
document is being 
produced in redacted form 

676 MB 00720516 

New entry to reflect 
additional items over which 
Mayer Brown asserts its 
own privilege 

698, 699, 700 MB 00720647, MB 00721410, MB 00721802 

2. Other Client and Metadata Redactions.

Sixty-four documents being produced today contain redactions for information concerning clients 
or potential clients of Mayer Brown, other than MasterFactor, Founding Partners Capital 
Management Company (“FPCM”), or Mr. Gunlicks, denoted by the text “Other MB Client 
Information.”7  Redactions have been applied as narrowly as feasible consistent with Mayer 
Brown’s professional obligations to maintain client confidences and the attorney-client privilege 
related to these other clients.  E.g., IL Adv. Op. 12-03 (Ill. State Bar Ass'n), 2012 WL 346858, at 
*2 (Jan. 2012) (“[A]n attorney should consider his or her client's identity to be confidential 
information which cannot be disclosed without the client's consent.”); ABA Formal Op. 09-455 
(“[T]he persons and issues involved in a matter generally are protected by Rule 1.6 and ordinarily 
may not be disclosed unless an exception to the Rule applies or the affected client gives informed 
consent.”).  For the avoidance of doubt, none of the “other client” redactions refer to MasterFactor, 
FPCM, Mr. Gunlicks, or any Founding Partners Fund.  Moreover, we have told you on a number 
of occasions that Mayer Brown never represented Sun Capital, Inc., Sun Capital Healthcare, Inc., 
WorldFactor, the Sun Capital principals (Peter Baronoff, Lawrence Leder, and Howard Koslow), 
their spouses (Malinda Baronoff, Carole Leder, and Jane Koslow), Promise Healthcare, Inc., 
Success Healthcare, LLC, or any of the entities listed on the first two pages of Annex I to the 

do with this case, and the will was not part of the 2017 Review Population.  Nonetheless, Mayer Brown will 
also produce this document to the Receiver upon receiving permission from Mr. Gunlicks.  
7 Two of these documents also have redactions for Mayer Brown’s attorney-client privilege, as described 
above.  
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Receiver's settlement agreement with Sun Capital (BC-EF-0007051 through -7052).  Thus, none 
of the “other client” redactions in this production refer to any of these persons or entities.   

Similarly, 31 of the documents being produced today contained information related to clients other 
than MasterFactor, FPCM, or Mr. Gunlicks in the file name, email subject line, or other metadata 
of the document.  Consistent with our prior practice, as to each of these documents, the word 
“Redacted” has been substituted for the confidential client information contained in the metadata 
of the document.  These documents are identified on Exhibit B to this letter. 

Finally, there are 10 additional documents that consist solely of non-responsive “other client” 
information, but this non-responsive information was part of an email family that was responsive.  
These “other client” documents have been slip-sheeted instead of produced with full-page 
redactions. 

II. Remaining Non-Responsive Materials. 

Mayer Brown does not intend to produce the remaining 35,687 unproduced documents (i.e., the 
remainder of the 2017 Review Population plus the 63 unproduced documents from the 124 
documents inadvertently excluded from the 2017 Review Population).  Nearly all of these 
documents have been determined to be non-responsive not once, but now at least twice, in this 
case.  We will be responding to the Receiver’s motion to compel the production or review of these 
non-responsive documents in due course.  For now, we wanted to provide details on what is 
included in the non-responsive documents, which further demonstrates that Mayer Brown has 
complied—fully—with its discovery obligations in this case. 

A. Large Volume of Materials Totally Unrelated to this Case. 

Our re-review confirmed, once again, that the expansive nature of the search terms and search 
strings applied to collected email pulled thousands of documents into the 2017 Email Review 
Population that have zero to do with this case.  Indeed, within the 2017 Email Review Population 
combined with the 124 documents inadvertently excluded from that population, there are 33,039 
emails or email attachments that are dated on or before April 20, 2009 and that remain either 
unproduced as non-responsive or not identified in our privilege log or other correspondence.  Only 
8,219 of those documents actually “hit” on a search term or search string set forth in my January 
30, 2017 letter.  The remaining 24,820 documents did not “hit” on any search term or search 
string and instead were pulled into the 2017 Email Review Population solely because they are 
family members of documents that did “hit” on one or more search terms or search strings. Put 
another way, nearly 70% of the 35,687 documents from the 2017 Review Population combined 
with the 124 documents that remain either unproduced as non-responsive or unlisted on the 
privilege log or in correspondence never “hit” on any search term or search string used to create 
the 2017 Review Population. 
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The search terms and search strings used to create the 2017 Email Review Population were 
intentionally broad, so that we could have confidence that emails that actually were responsive to 
the Receiver’s discovery requests would be reviewed.  Of course, the fact that an email “hit” on a 
given search term or search string does not show the document is responsive to any discovery 
requests in this case.  The Receiver’s own production demonstrates that, since the Receiver 
himself used search terms and search strings to identify his own emails (maintained at his law 
firm) for potential review and production to Mayer Brown.  (E.g., Apr. 1, 2020 Ltr. from S. 
Grossman.) So far as we can tell (even though the Receiver thus far has refused to answer the 
question), the Receiver has not produced to Mayer Brown all of the documents that “hit” on these 
search terms.  That is consistent with the notion that a “hit” does not indicate responsiveness to 
discovery requests, but it is inconsistent with the Receiver’s arguments as to Mayer Brown’s 
production efforts in this case. 

As one example of the breadth of Mayer Brown’s search terms and search strings, the following 
search string was listed in my January 30, 2017 letter and was used to pull email and email 
families into the 2017 Email Review Population: 

((credit w/5 security w/5 agreement) OR CSA) AND ("Founding 
Partners" OR FPCM* OR foundingpartnerscapital OR Gunlicks OR 
"Stable Value" OR "Stable-Value" OR "Multi Strategy" OR "Hybrid 
Value" OR "Global Fund" OR "Equity Fund" OR "Sun Capital" OR 
SCI OR SCHI OR (Success w/3 (Hospital OR Healthcare)) OR 
(Superior w/3 (Hospital OR Healthcare)) OR (Promise w/3 (Hospital 
OR Healthcare)))

This search generates numerous false positives because many of the terms used are generic and 
not specific to Founding Partners issues.  “CSA” is an abbreviation not just for “Credit and Security 
Agreement,” but also such terms as “Client Service Administrator” or “Canadian Securities 
Administrators.”  “Credit and Security Agreement” is also a generic term.  Those generic terms 
combine with other generic terms in this search string—like “global fund,” “equity fund,” “stable 
value” and “multi strategy”—to pull into the 2017 Email Review Population a number of documents 
that have nothing to do with this case.  Indeed, the terms “global fund,” “equity fund,” and “stable 
value fund,” are such common terms in the investment management and hedge fund industries 
that these terms have definitions in the online investment encyclopedia, Investopedia. 

As another example, many search strings used to create the 2017 Email Review Population 
incorporated the abbreviation “SCI,” which sometimes stands for Sun Capital, Inc.  But our review 
of the 2017 Email Review Population demonstrates that this term is also very generic and stands 
for many other entities or things.  It “hits” on such terms as “TS/SCI clearance,” which is an 
abbreviation for a Top Secret/Secure Compartmented Information security clearance; a 
newsletter called “Structured Credit Investor” that is sometimes abbreviated as SCI; the “Boston 
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SCI” abbreviation for the company Boston Scientific; the Bluebook abbreviation for “Science” in a 
legal journal that has “Science” in its title; and even documents where the word “science” happens 
to be hyphenated.  None of these documents has anything to do with this case. 

The search term “Founding Partners,” which was run on its own as a search term across collected 
email, without any additional modifiers, itself hits on thousands of non-responsive documents—
“founding partners of Mayer Brown,” “founding partners of X entity,” “two of X entity’s founding 
partners,” and so forth.  Our recent review re-confirms the obvious fact that a hit on the search 
term “Founding Partners” does not demonstrate responsiveness to any discovery requests in this 
case. 

Given the expansiveness of the search terms and search strings, there are many more examples 
like these where search terms or search strings identified documents that have nothing to do with 
this case.  In addition, apart from the 2017 Email Review Population, there are instances where 
documents related to other matters handled by Mayer Brown were inadvertently filed under a 
Founding Partners matter number; those documents, too, were part of our review process and 
are also not responsive to any document request in this litigation.  There is no basis in fact or law 
to require Mayer Brown to produce these non-responsive materials, whether to the Receiver or 
for review by the Special Master or the Court. 

B. Duplicates. 

Some of the materials being produced today are duplicative of each other or partially duplicative 
of materials previously produced.  However, during the review process, we came across a small 
number of additional materials that we were able to confirm were completely duplicative of 
materials produced by Mayer Brown long ago, such as a second copy of a memo or an email.  A 
few of these documents are complete duplicates of documents that appear on Mayer Brown’s 
current privilege log.  In general, Mayer Brown is not producing documents that are complete 
duplicates of documents previously produced (or adding entries to its privilege log that reflect 
duplicate documents).  Mayer Brown has no obligation to produce duplicate materials under 
Florida law.  See, e.g., Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.280(d)(2) (“[T]he court must limit the frequency or extent 
of discovery otherwise allowed by these rules if it determines that the discovery sought is 
unreasonably cumulative or duplicative.”). 

C. Markups of Other-Client Materials. 

Mayer Brown is not producing documents that reflect a produced Founding Partners document 
being used as a starting point or edited for use in work for another client of the Firm.  It is not 
feasible to redact such documents to eliminate the references to and confidential information of 
the other client, and in any event, the work being performed in the editing process as to each of 
these documents is for a different client of the Firm.  We do not believe these materials are 
responsive to any discovery requests issued by the Receiver.
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D. Production Consistent with Agreed-Upon Parameters. 

In re-reviewing the unproduced 2017 Review Population, we adhered to the production 
parameters that Mayer Brown set out in March 2017 RFP Responses.  The Receiver has not 
disputed these parameters or Mayer Brown’s objections, and as a matter of law, there was 
agreement on the scope of Mayer Brown’s production effort.8 See, e.g., Teledyne Instruments, 
Inc. v. Cairns, No. 6:12-cv-854-ORL-28, 2013 WL 5781274, at *7 (M.D. Fla. Oct. 25, 2013) 
(denying discovery seeking “to expand discovery well beyond the parameters agreed by the 
parties”); Moses H. Cone Mem’l Hosp. Operating Corp. v. Conifer Physician Servs., Inc., No. 
1:13CV651, 2016 WL 430494, *4 (M.D.N.C. Feb. 3, 2016) (denying discovery where the parties 
“heavily negotiated for an extensive period of time about how to produce documents, what search 
terms were going to be used, and which custodians would be subject to discovery” (internal 
quotation marks omitted)).

One agreed-upon parameter was a date cutoff.  Mayer Brown’s March 2017 RFP Responses 
indicated that Mayer Brown did not intend to produce materials dated after April 20, 2009, which 
is the day the Receiver was appointed for Founding Partners.  As you know, upon the Receiver’s 
appointment, Mayer Brown no longer had authority to act for any Founding Partners entity, and 
any and all representation of FPCM and Mr. Gunlicks came to an end.  Mayer Brown also 
indicated in the March 2017 RFP Responses that it would not log privileged documents relevant 
to this litigation that were dated after May 20, 2009.  Consequently, although Mayer Brown’s prior 
productions do include some materials that are dated after April 20, 2009, documents after such 
date generally were excluded from this second review process or were considered non-
responsive because of their date.   

Mayer Brown also objected, in its March 2017 RFP Responses, to the Receiver’s requests for 
production 14, 15, 16, and 17.  Those requests for production sought “time sheets, day timers or 
other time reporting documents.”  Mayer Brown objected to the breadth of the requests and 
indicated that final invoices issued by Mayer Brown to Founding Partners would be produced, to 
the extent located in the 2017 Review Population.  The Receiver has never taken issue with these 
objections.  Based on these agreed parameters, Mayer Brown generally did not produce in 2017, 
and is not producing now, emails that contain or reference draft time entries, draft Founding 
Partners invoices, or emails discussing or related to draft invoices. 

The Receiver’s Request for Production No. 43 in the Receiver’s First Set of Requests for 
Production sought “[a]ny and all employment records or personnel files or other similar documents 
including, but not limited to, evaluations, bonuses, memoranda and termination notices for any 
and all of your employees, directors, officers and representatives who provided services to or on 

8 For the avoidance of doubt, and consistent with the Court’s July 12, 2019 order permitting MasterFactor 
discovery, Mayer Brown has not withheld documents on the basis that they involve client confidences of or 
work performed for MasterFactor.  
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behalf of Founding Partners.”  In 2017, Mayer Brown objected to this request in full, given the 
total lack of relevance of such documents, among other considerations. The Receiver has never 
taken issue with these objections.  Based on this agreed parameter, Mayer Brown generally did 
not produce in 2017, and is not producing now, employment records, personnel files, 
compensation memos, and similar personnel- or staffing-related materials. 

Consistent with the agreed parameters reflected more broadly in Mayer Brown’s March 2017 RFP 
Responses, Mayer Brown generally has not produced, and does not intend to produce, 
documents that are administrative in nature or that relate to internal matters at Mayer Brown that 
were not part of Mayer Brown’s representation of FPCM, Mr. Gunlicks, or MasterFactor.  These 
include the following types of documents (among other similar types of materials) that are not 
responsive, that are not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, 
and that would be unduly burdensome to produce:  contact lists, RSVP lists, mailing lists, matter 
lists that simply identify a Founding Partners as a matter but reference many (sometimes 
hundreds) of other matters in the Firm, client-matter number lists maintained by individual 
attorneys, billable hours reports, and documents containing information to assist in business 
development discussions that are not specific to Founding Partners. 

E. Administrative or “Junk” Emails Provided by Founding Partners Around 
March 2009. 

Mayer Brown’s productions in this case from 2017 include many documents that were located in 
Mayer Brown’s files solely because they were provided by FPCM to Mayer Brown in about March 
2009, in connection with work to address the document requests propounded by the SEC in the 
then-pending SEC matter.  These materials were stored by Mayer Brown in hard copy and are 
part of the Founding Partners Hard Copy Population.  They can be identified in Mayer Brown’s 
production through the cover pages that accompany the emails and their attachments, such as 
those found at MB 00144789, MB 00144903, and MB 00144914 (all produced in 2017), which 
say “Imported Folders,” followed by other information about the email or attachment, such as 
from, sent date, and subject line.  Where the cover pages and underlying emails contained 
responsive information, those materials were produced in 2017 (and three additional cover pages 
and emails or attachments are being produced today, as noted in Section I.C, above). 

There are several hundred more of these cover pages, or cover pages with emails or attachments, 
that Mayer Brown did not produce in 2017, and is not now producing, because they are (or are 
cover pages for) purely junk and/or irrelevant emails and in all events should be duplicated in 
materials produced by the Receiver from Founding Partners’ files.  Examples of these junk email 
materials, which we expect to be located in the Receiver’s productions of Founding Partners 
documents, are American Airlines and Southwest Airlines fare emails, investment news and other 
newsletters distributed en masse to an unknown volume of recipients, and conference notices or 
advertisements similarly distributed en masse.  There are also a volume of Mayer Brown client or 
news alerts, not targeted specifically to FPCM or any client, that bear the same “Imported Folders” 
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cover pages and that we expect are found in the files the Receiver produced from Founding 
Partners.  None of these documents is responsive to the Receiver’s discovery requests, and they 
should all be duplicative of materials the Receiver collected and produced from Founding 
Partners.   

* * * 

Documents in today’s production have been branded with “Confidential” or “Highly Confidential” 
designations pursuant to the Order Governing the Use of Confidential Discovery Information 
entered December 9, 2016.  These designations are indicated in the load file for each document 
and, with the exception of files being produced in native form, branded on the images themselves. 

The .ZIP file containing the production will be sent to you via secure file transfer.  Please let us 
know if you have any questions or issues accessing the production.  The Receiver’s counsel will 
receive a separate .ZIP file containing the two documents being produced, with certain redactions 
removed, under the Non-Waiver Order. 

Regards,  

April A. Otterberg 

cc: Leo Beus, Pat McGroder, Scot Stirling, Stuart Grossman, and Rachel Furst,  
Counsel for the Receiver  

Eugene Pettis, Debra Klauber, David Bradford, Reid Schar, and Jason Bradford, 
Counsel for Mayer Brown LLP  
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 17TH JUDICIAL
CIRCUIT IN AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

· · · · · ·CASE NO.:· 10-49061 (19)

DANIEL S. NEWMAN, as Receiver for
FOUNDING PARTNERS STABLE VALUE
FUND, L.P., FOUNDING PARTNERS
STABLE VALUE FUND, IL.,L.P.,
FOUNDING PARTNERS GLOBAL FUND,
LTD and FOUNDING PARTNERS
HYBRID-VALUE FUND, L.P.,

· · · · · · · Plaintiffs,

vs.

ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a Delaware
Limited Liability Partnership,
and MAYER BROWN LLP, an
Illinois Limited Liability
Partnership,

· · · · · · · Defendants.
__________________________________/

· · · · · · · · · HEARING
· · · · · · · · Pages 1-129

· *****NON-CONFIDENTIAL PORTIONS ONLY*****

· · · · · Wednesday, February 20, 2019
· · · · · · ·9:00 a.m. - 12:18 p.m.

· · · · · ·Broward County Courthouse
· · · · · ·201 Southeast 6th Street
· · · · · · · · ·Room 4900
· · · · · ·Fort Lauderdale, FL· 33301

· · · · · ·Honorable John J. Murphy, III

· · · · · Stenographically Reported By:
· · · · JANINE P. CARROLL, Court Reporter

Judge John Murphy, III
February 20, 2019

U.S. LEGAL SUPPORT
(813) 876-4722

Judge John Murphy, III
February 20, 2019 ·

U.S. LEGAL SUPPORT
(813) 876-4722



·1· · · MR. BEUS:· Yeah.

·2· · · If you take a look at the document transaction

·3· ·team.· We may have not done a good job agreeing to

·4· ·MFI, so they need to run a search for Master Factor,

·5· ·or Master, or factor.

·6· · · But look where it says transition team.· That

·7· ·document was not produced and not on a privilege log.

·8· ·Look at the names on it that there is no dispute

·9· ·about.· Mr. Koslow, that's on the word search term.

10· ·Mr. Baronoff, on the word search term.· Lawrence

11· ·Leder, on the terms.

12· · · Let me tell you what had to happen.· They had to

13· ·go through this and find those and say it doesn't use

14· ·MFI so we'll throw it away.

15· · · THE COURT:· Excuse me, one second, counsel.

16· · · Ma'am, you're the person who conducted this, I

17· ·take it?

18· · · MS. OTTERBERG:· Your Honor, I've been with this

19· ·case from the very beginning and was involved in

20· ·every step of the way.

21· · · THE COURT:· Counsel's point is that Koslow is

22· ·mentioned in the search term, and if that was true

23· ·that this document should have come up within the

24· ·search.· Is that right or wrong?

25· · · MS. OTTERBERG:· So two things with that, Your

Judge John Murphy, III
February 20, 2019

U.S. LEGAL SUPPORT
(813) 876-4722

Judge John Murphy, III
February 20, 2019 82

U.S. LEGAL SUPPORT
(813) 876-4722

YVer1f
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·1· · · · ·IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY

·2· · · · · ·COUNTY DEPARTMENT - LAW DIVISION

·3· ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x
· · ·DANIEL S. NEWMAN, as RECEIVER
·4· ·for FOUNDING PARTNERS STABLE-
· · ·VALUE FUND, LP; FOUNDING
·5· ·PARTNERS STABLE-VALUE FUND
· · ·II, LP; FOUNDING PARTNERS
·6· ·GLOBAL FUND, LTD.; and
· · ·FOUNDING PARTNERS HYBRID-
·7· ·VALUE FUND, L.P.,

·8· · · · · · · · · · · Plaintiffs,

·9· · · · · · · vs.· · · · · · · · · · No. 10-49061

10· ·ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a Delaware
· · ·Limited Liability Partnership;
11· ·and MAYER BROWN LLP, an
· · ·Illinois Limited Liability
12· ·Partnership,

13· · · · · · · · · · · Defendant.
· · ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x
14

15· · · · · · · REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS at the hearing

16· ·of the above-entitled cause taken by Amy M.

17· ·Spee, CSR, RPR, CRR, before the Honorable James

18· ·N. O'Hara, on January 17, 2019, at 12:04 p.m.

19

20

21

22

23

24
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·1· · · · ·MR. DELANEY:· And, your Honor, this

·2· ·was the --

·3· · · · ·THE COURT:· One second.· I asked a

·4· ·simple question.· I got the answer.· Okay.

·5· · · · ·MR. DELANEY:· I understand, but I

·6· ·want to -- this is crucial.· This is the

·7· ·November 2000 retainer signed by Mark

·8· ·Klyman.· If you see the circled red

·9· ·marking, this is the Sun Capital entities.

10· ·This is an unwaivable conflict.

11· · · · ·THE COURT:· This is MB --

12· · · · ·MR. DELANEY:· 001 through 5,

13· ·your Honor.

14· · · · ·THE COURT:· And Founding Partners

15· ·collectively is Sun Capital.· Okay.

16· · · · ·MR. BEUS:· See, they haven't given

17· ·us a privilege log, a list of what they're

18· ·withholding.· We don't have anything.

19· ·Those documents are just out there.

20· · · · ·MR. D. BRADFORD:· This is simply

21· ·untrue.· We have provided everything that

22· ·was asked for by the receiver.· We have

23· ·provided everything that was asked for by

24· ·Mr. Gunlicks, other than privileged
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·1· ·documents.

·2· · · · ·THE COURT:· So what you're saying is

·3· ·that the matters that weren't produced by

·4· ·you have not -- that you might have but

·5· ·have not been asked for, to witness:· The

·6· ·Sun documents?

·7· · · · ·MR. D. BRADFORD:· So Sun Capital

·8· ·documents, if a document referenced Sun

·9· ·Capital, we turned it over.

10· · · · ·There is this third party that

11· ·involves Master Factor.· That's a separate

12· ·client.· Master Factor is outside the

13· ·complaint, got nothing to do with the

14· ·complaint, was never asked for before now.

15· · · · ·For the first time in December,

16· ·Mr. Beus decided he had a theory to pursue

17· ·about Master Factor, and he asked us for

18· ·those documents for the first time.· We're

19· ·going to submit that dispute to

20· ·Judge Murphy as to whether we need to

21· ·produce those or log those or not.

22· · · · ·THE COURT:· One second.

23· · · · ·What role, if any, did Mr. Gunlicks

24· ·play in Master Factor?
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Page 433
· · ·*** CONFIDENTIAL PURSUANT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER ***
·1· · · · · · · · · · IN THE CIRCUIT COURT

·2· · · · · · OF THE SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

·3· · · · · · ·IN AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

·4

·5· ·DANIEL S. NEWMAN, et al.,· · )

·6· · · · · · ·Plaintiffs,· · · · )

·7· · · · vs.· · · · · · · · · · ·) No. 10-49061

·8· ·ERNST & YOUNG, LLP, a· · · · )

·9· ·Delaware limited liability· ·)

10· ·partnership, et al.,· · · · ·)

11· · · · · · ·Defendants.· · · · )

12· · · · · · · · · · ·*** VOLUME II ***

13

14· · · · · · · ·The ** CONFIDENTIAL ** resumed videotaped

15· ·deposition of CLAUDIUS SOKENU, called for

16· ·examination, taken pursuant to the provisions of the

17· ·Code of Civil Procedure and the Rules of the Supreme

18· ·Court of the State of Illinois pertaining to the

19· ·taking of depositions for the purpose of discovery,

20· ·taken before DINA G. MANCILLAS, a Certified Shorthand

21· ·Reporter within and for the State of Illinois,

22· ·CSR No. 84-3400 of said State, at Suite 4500,

23· ·353 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois, on

24· ·November 14, 2018, at 9:00 a.m.
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Page 573
·1· · · · · · · · · · · ·(Said record was read by the

·2· · · · · · · · · · · ·reporter.)

·3· · · · · · · MR. J. BRADFORD:· Object to form.

·4· ·BY THE WITNESS:

·5· · · · A.· · ·No, I was not aware.

·6· ·BY MR. BEUS:

·7· · · · Q.· · ·Was there ever a document hold on

·8· ·Founding Partners' documents as of the time you

·9· ·left in January of '09?

10· · · · A.· · ·I don't believe so.

11· · · · · · · MR. BEUS:· You could take a break.

12· ·BY THE WITNESS:

13· · · · A.· · ·I'm sorry.· Before we take a break, I

14· ·just need to clarify something.

15· · · · · · · ·My answer is with respect to the

16· ·documents that we received from Founding Partners

17· ·in connection with the SEC.· When I left Mayer

18· ·Brown, there wasn't a Mayer Brown document hold on

19· ·those documents, to the best of my recollection.

20· · · · · · · ·And I -- if there was, I wouldn't

21· ·know -- I don't know the reason why there would

22· ·be.

23· ·BY MR. BEUS:

24· · · · Q.· · ·Let me make sure I understand this.
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·1· · · · · · · ·As of the time you left --

·2· · · · A.· · ·Right.

·3· · · · Q.· · ·-- there had been a document hold

·4· ·placed on which documents?

·5· · · · · · · MR. J. BRADFORD:· Mischaracterizes his

·6· · · · prior testimony.

·7· ·BY THE WITNESS:

·8· · · · A.· · ·That's not what I said.· What I said

·9· ·was, I think your question was -- and I may have

10· ·it wrong.· I think your question was, was there a

11· ·document hold at Mayer Brown on Founding Partners

12· ·matters?· That's how I understood your question.

13· ·BY MR. BEUS:

14· · · · Q.· · ·Fair enough.

15· · · · A.· · ·And I don't believe that to be the case

16· ·because I don't know of any reason, when I was

17· ·there, why -- why there would be a document hold

18· ·on Founding Partners matters.· That would suggest

19· ·some kind of knowledge of litigation or impending

20· ·litigation, and I didn't have that knowledge.

21· · · · · · · MR. BEUS:· Okay.· Let's take the break.

22· · · · · · · MR. WOHL:· Okay.

23· · · · · · · THE VIDEOGRAPHER:· We are going off the

24· · · · video record at 11:41 a.m.
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